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Note from the CEO

P

ost-approval changes (PACs) are inextricable sequelae of living in the
real world. “They are inevitable and necessary throughout the life of
a drug product—to implement new knowledge, maintain a state of
control, and drive continual improvement … Many PACs require regulatory
agency approval by individual countries before implementation. Because of
the global regulatory complexity, individual PACs usually take years for full
worldwide approval even when they reduce patient risk, improve compliance,
or enhance the manufacturing process or test methods” (1).
A modification to a vaccine, sold in a dozen different countries, can require
more than 100 new approvals. If successfully handled by a robust internal (and
already well proven) pharmaceutical quality system (PQS) to manage these
modifications, time, energy, and money—for both the manufacturer and also
the regulators—would be saved. Both BioPharm International and Pharmaceutical Technology have published a series of position papers on this topic.
They cover “Change of Lot or Extension of Shelf-life of Reference Standard”,
“Change in Size of Thermal Shipping Solution Used for Transport of Product”,
and “Addition of a Testing Lab to an Existing Testing Site,” among other facets.
The 2022 Parenteral Drug Association (PDA)-FDA Joint Regulatory Conference in Washington, DC truly showcased how well industry stakeholders
can communicate and cooperate. Sufficient trust has been established, one
would think, such that some of these product modifications can be managed
in a streamlined and expedited fashion. Particularly since these positions are
proposed by senior quality leaders (chief quality officers and heads of quality)
from more than 20 global pharmaceutical companies, and “are speaking with
“One-Voice-Of-Quality” (1VQ) to advocate for an effective management of
specific PACs that currently are handled as a prior-approval change in some
countries, but where a standard science and risk-based approach concludes that
these should be downgraded to a notification or handled only in the PQS (2).
Special mention should be given to Emma Ramnarine, Global Head, External Development Collaborations at Genentech/Roche, and Anders Vinther,
VP Quality at Kronos Bio, for galvanizing action in this field.

References
1. M.C. Beckers et al., Pharm Tech 46 (9) (2022).
2. Pharmaceutical Regulatory Science Team, Industry One-Voice-of Quality
(1VQ) for Post-Approval Changes (PAC), accessed Sept. 26, 2022. PT
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from the editor

Industry’s
Best Secret

I

n business, understanding future key variables
ahead of competitors provides a decisive advantage. In highly regulated industries, such as
Chris Spivey is
pharmaceuticals, this includes policy and compliance
editorial director of
filing changes. Despite an editors’ mission being to Pharmaceutical Technology.
educate and inform, I have been conflicted about sharing the following. The
reason the first and second rules of fight club are famously “do not talk about
fight club” is that productive events often depend on a delicate framework
balancing expression, fun, and flexible social mores against a need for certainty and durable authoritative institutions. The annual PDA/FDA Joint
Regulatory Conference is, in this way, the same as fight club. I concluded
that sharing the fact that there are secrets is entirely different from sharing
any of the secrets themselves.
Advertising for the conference says it “is designed to share approaches that
facilitate sustainable compliance with CGMPs [current good manufacturing
practices] by addressing emerging risks to manufacturing and supply chain
reliability [and that] it will provide forums for open discussion between
FDA representatives and industry experts, and offer opportunities for the
application of approaches that enhance assurance of raw material quality,
quality assurance management of contract manufacturing relationships, root
cause analysis, and use of current technologies... [and that] key themes will
include leveraging the digital and automation revolution, contamination
control strategy, latest FDA CGMP trends, how to respond effectively to
FDA 483s” and so on (1).
Pivotally, this description left out the secret that “open discussion” extends
to a willingness to listen and take into account new information and anecdote,
genuine attempts to learn about and resolve short and long-term problems,
and heartfelt honest opinion and conjecture. Cumulatively, that makes this
event easily the most useful time spent during the year. Details themselves
are expressly “off-the-record” and not to be talked about outside of the event.
That’s the engine that generates the power of this event, creating more light
than heat. Attendance will provide a decisive advantage to anyone attending,
and there’s clearly no reason to fight about that.

Reference

1. FDA, 2022 PDA/FDA Joint Regulatory Conference, Events, FDA.
gov, accessed Sept. 27, 2022. PT
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Next-Generation Synthetic
Biology Workflow Platform

ROSS Ribbon Blenders are
designed to minimize risk and
maximize productivity and
meet Occupational Safety and
Health Administration standards with safety shaft guards
and limit switches that prevent
the operation of the agitator
when any cover or manway is
open. Additional safety grating
can be installed on dedicated charge ports or across
the entire blender opening for extra protection and to make it easier
for operators to dump bags of dry raw material into the blender. This
optional safety grating is highly customizable to provide a tailored solution to the operator’s needs.
The 5 ft³ ROSS Ribbon Blender (pictured above) has a special threepiece grate designed with an angled and pitched profile in lieu of flat
surfaces. This provides a more rigid structure and more open area in
the grating to improve the rate of loading. Additionally, powders are less
likely to accumulate on the pitched surfaces, reducing the amount of
sweeping required by the operator. All three sections of the grating have
position sensors that interlock with the control panel, ensuring operator
safety while running.

Codex DNA’s BioXp 9600 system is a
next-generation high throughput platform intended for automated synthesis
of gene fragments and clones from
digital sequences. Designed for use
with synthetic biology workflows, the
system provides overnight, automated
synthesis of genes, clones, DNA libraries, and mRNA. It is capable of
processing up to 96 gene fragments overnight.
The system features a unique instrument design that is intended to
minimize benchtop footprint while also increasing throughput and versatility. Proprietary error correction and Gibson assembly technology
automate the identification and removal of mismatches introduced
during synthesis and assembly.
Codex DNA
www.codexdna.com

Charles Ross & Son Company
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Inorganic DNA
Replication Enzyme

L.B. Bohle’s QbCon 1 is intended for
truly continuous drying and granulation that can meet all quality requirements for long processing times, featuring very narrow and reproducible
residence time distributions in the
dryer. The product filter surface for the
air is kept permanently by means of a
novel cleaning process, which allows
for continuous granulation without interrupting the process.
The system uses process analytical technology to monitor the production process in-line with the intent of increasing patient safety, reducing
costs, creating better process understanding, and optimizing process
control. This entire process is controlled and monitored via a touch panel.
The conveying of the granules and the airflow are independently
adjustable, allowing the drying effect of the granules to be controlled
via the airflow, the supply air temperature, and the conveying speed.
Additionally, the granulator is designed to maintain a stable quality of the
granules with regard to moisture and particle size.

Canvax’s new inorganic pyrophosphatase is
a DNA replication enhancer with ≥ 95% purity
and has an enhanced capacity for increasing
RNA yield in in-vitro transcription (IVT) reactions. The enzyme, which is isolated from
Escherichia coli, has demonstrated stability
below 80ºF, and is free of endonucleases, exonucleases, and RNAases.
The enzyme is intended for use in RNA IVT reactions, as it is designed
to reduce the inhibitory effects of protein-protein interactions. In addition,
it is suitable for use in messenger RNA-based vaccine manufacturing,
RNA labeling, and enhancement of DNA replication.
Canvax
www.lifescience.canvaxbiotech.com
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www.lbbohle.com
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pda.org/2022mddi

2022 PDA

Microbial Data Deviation
Investigations Conference
Looking to improve your company’s approach to managing
microbial data deviations?
Get practical strategies you can use – without the travel!
This fully virtual conference will cover tools and points to consider for conducting effective, thorough, and
eﬃcient investigations and root cause analysis.
Noted industry and regulatory experts will use real-world examples to highlight topics such as:

• The importance of microbiology on the

• A roadmap to a successful cleaning and

•

•

manufacturing ﬂoor
The restart process as a tool in microbial
manufacturing investigations

disinfection program
Microbiology matters: From bench to batch

Speakers will also provide a recap of the newly
developed PDA Technical Report No. 88 (TR 88)
Microbial Data Deviation Inspections in the
Pharmaceutical Industry.
Don’t miss your chance to get the insight you need
to improve your company’s processes and reduce risk!
Learn more and register at

pda.org/2022mddi

16-17 NOVEMBER | ONLINE
#PDAmddi

regulatory watch

Advancing Global Collaboration
for Drug Testing, Regulation,
and Manufacturing
Jill Wechsler

FDA backs joint reviews, common research policies,
and modern production methods around the world.

Jill Wechsler
is Pharmaceutical
Technology’s
Washington editor,
jillwechsler7@gmail.com.
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moting Quality of Medicines Plus
(PQM+) program implemented by
the US Pharmacopeia with support
from the US Agency for International
Development (USAID) aims to build
in-country regulatory capacity to ensure broad production of high-quality treatments for neglected tropical
diseases, tuberculosis, and other
infections. A FDA online seminar
explained these issues for global regulators from lower-income regions,
with agency experts describing the
agency’s submission and regulatory
processes and collaborative efforts to
advance drug quality testing (1).

July 2022 calls for the assessment and
identification of successes in pathogen
surveillance and vaccine development
and distribution during the pandemic.
The organization calls on biopharmaceutical companies to help regulators
strengthen pandemic preparedness
and response capabilities to accelerate the delivery of vaccines, treatments,
and diagnostics in their regions (2).
Similarly, the International Coalition of Medicines Regulatory Authorities (ICMRA) aims to harmonize standards for collecting real-world evidence,
for assessing manufacturing information, and for conducting inspections to
support quality assessments. One
program encourages collaborative assessment of chemistry, manufacturing,
and control (CMC) data to facilitate
post-approval changes and inspections
in different regions (3).
FDA also supports global clinical
testing and review efforts, such as
Project Orbis at its Oncology Center of
Excellence (OCE), which was launched
in 2019 to advance cancer drug development and regulation. Under the program, sponsors submit applications for
high-impact oncology products simulPharmaceutical manufacturers in taneously to participating regulators in
Europe and other industrial nations Australia, Canada, Singapore, Switzersimilarly are working to ensure equita- land, Brazil, the United Kingdom, and
ble access to vaccines and treatments in the United States to facilitate collabofuture pandemics, as seen in a frame- ration and agreement on reviews for
work devised by the International new cancer drugs and supplements for
Federation of Pharmaceutical Manu- added indications. While OCE coorfacturers & Associations (IFPMA) to dinates the program, each regulatory
improve responses to future health authority makes independent regulaemergencies. A declaration issued in tory decisions.

FDA also supports
global clinical
testing and review
efforts, such as
Project Orbis at its
Oncology Center
of Excellence.
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R

egulatory authorities and biopharma companies are engaged
in a range of collaborations to
harmonize research methods, approval
standards, and quality production
methods key to expanding global drug
production. While some initiatives
predated the COVID-19 pandemic,
the ongoing health emergency has elevated the importance of collaboration
to speed biomedical research efforts
and to ensure broad access to quality
medicines and vaccines.
A n i mp or t a nt me s s a ge f rom
COVID-19 is the critical need for global
regulatory convergence, commented
Peter Marks, director of the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER),
at the PDA–FDA Joint Regulatory Conference held on Sept. 12, 2022. He warned,
though, that the move toward greater information sharing seen in recent years is
“slipping away” as the pandemic recedes,
speaking to the importance of joint efforts to provide pharmacovigilance information and review findings.
Such initiatives are not new for
FDA, which has worked for decades
to provide technical assistance to
regulatory authorities in low- and
middle-income countries to advance
regulatory convergence and improve
drug production methods. The Pro-

Regulatory Watch
The International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) continues to seek
agreement from regulatory authorities
and industry on new and revised standards for clinical testing and quality
manufacturing of drugs and biologics.
Current efforts aim to advance common strategies for validation and selection of analytical procedures in drug
testing, for assessment and control of
impurities in drugs, and for validating
bioanalytical assays. A new initiative
is developing guidelines for including
pregnant and breastfeeding women in
clinical trials, while another project is
mapping harmonized approaches for
regulating generic drug development (4).
These and other ICH initiatives will be
further discussed at its annual assembly Nov. 15–16, 2002 in Korea.

Privacy hurdles

One obstacle to global biomedical
regulatory harmonization, however,
arises from an effort in the European
Union to revise and strengthen its data

privacy framework, despite the potential for blocking regulatory access to
necessary clinical trial information
and adverse event reports. The EU’s
General Data Protection Regulations
(GDPR) adopted in 2018 aim to limit
the release of individual information
related to a range of personal activities,
including health care. Unfortunately,
these policies have created difficulties for FDA bioresearch monitoring
program (BIMO) inspections and for
sponsors submitting information on
study subjects in new drug applications and other documents.
A report from FDA’s Europe Office
posted Aug. 9, 2022 describes how the
GDPR prevents FDA BIMO investigators from reviewing and copying
clinical health data involving EU citizens participating in multi-national
clinical trails and in reviewing certain
demographic and other information
normally included in applications
sent to the agency (5). While the EU
data framework aims to protect private

information on a range of activities,
the resulting limits on FDA’s ability
to assess EU health information pose
difficulties in advancing a global clinical research framework and common
regulatory policies.
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Adopting Smart
Development Strategies
Felicity Thomas

A

ccording to research, post-pandemic R&D growth is healthy
in the pharma industry with the
number of drugs in the R&D pipeline
now exceeding 20,000 in 2022—which
represents an expansion rate of 8.22%
from 2021 (1). This heightened spending into researching novel chemical modalities and substances can be
absorbed by some pharma companies
as an internal cost; however, development of a suitable and ultimately
successful formulation strategy to advance a molecule to commercialization
can benefit from external expertise. As
such, it has also been projected that
the expanding R&D pipeline will be
a driver for the formulation development outsourcing market (2).
“An outsourcing partner should
have a good understanding of CMC
[chemistr y, ma nufacturing, a nd
16
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must also provide continuous training development programs and bring
in the right infrastructure, adds
Anil Kane, PhD, senior director, global
technical scientific affairs, pharma services, Thermo Fisher Scientific. “Emcontrols] perspectives with the de- ploying the right tools (modeling, simveloper’s interests in mind, which ulation, predictive) at the right stage
enables t he developer to have a of pre-clinical, clinical or late-stage
sharp vision of potential scenarios development is important and has a
to develop for first-in-human (FIH) huge potential for application, intertrials, but also considers factors pretation, and science-based decision
that will inf luence filings and the making in adopting smart formulation
product’s commercial success,” says strategies,” he says.
Thierry-Thien K Nguyen, director of
Product Development, Catalent Bio- The right tools
logics. “In addition, an outsourcing A tool that is aiding in early develpartner should collaborate with cus- opment is computer-based predictive
tomers to develop PrOACT (identify modeling, reveals Kane. “This predicproblems, objectives, alternatives, con- tive modeling avoids trial-and-errorsequences, and trade-offs) and enable based search of the right solution to
customers to make the most informed solve the complex technology and exdecisions to reduce risk and increase cipient selection process, thus helping
the program’s chances of success.”
to reduce the time and investment in
To support optimal formulation early clinical development,” he specstrategies, not only must outsourcing ifies. “An algorithm-based in-house
partners invest in building a resource developed sof t wa re ca n pred ic t
pool with the right skill set, but they technologies that will offer a higher
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probability of success among several
options such as micronization, amorphous solid dispersions (spray drying
or hot melt extrusion), lipid-based delivery, complexation, and others.”
“During formulation and process
development, at an early preclinical/clinical stage, an in-depth understanding of material properties
and their impact on formulation
and process is critical,” Kane continues. It is possible to simulate the
behavior of bulk materials in oral
solid dosage forms using discrete
element modeling (DEM)/compaction simulation tools, he explains.
“The use of these tools mitigates
formulation/process challenges early
in development and helps speed up
process development and troubleshooting,” Kane says.
Additionally, Kane emphasizes
that modeling has found further use
in aiding the design of formulation
strategies for immediate-release and
controlled/extended-release ora l
solid dosage forms through physiologically based pharmacokinetics
modeling. “Predicting animal/FIH
doses, in-vitro–in-vivo correlation
(IVIVC), food effects, bioequivalence,
pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic
(PK/PD), and so on, using software
has helped in the assessment of formulation impact on PK, compartmental PK analysis of animal data,
evaluation of animal bioavailability,
and defining an FIH clinical dosing
strategy,” Kane states.
Foc u si ng on la rge molec u les ,
Nguyen points out that there have been
several innovations that have significantly impacted formulation strategies
during recent years. In addition to predictive models using artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML),
Nguyen highlights high-purity, parenteral-grade excipients in cryopreservation media for autologous and allogeneic cell therapies; novel excipients for
use in vaccines, viral therapies, and
high-concentration biologics formulations; lipid nanoparticle components
and associated manufacturing technology for encapsulation; and contin18
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uous sterile freeze-drying technology,
as key innovations.
However, each of these innovations
faces several challenges, such as toxicology/pharmacology and pharmacovigilance data requirements for novel excipients before they can be widely adopted,
Nguyen stresses. “Some innovations are
more acceptable, such as lipid nanoparticles (LNP) in messenger RNA/LNP
formulations,” he says. “To overcome
these challenges and enable technology
adoption, those aspects identified using
a quality-by-design (QbD) approach
need to be addressed in order that patient-centric requirements are satisfied,
and a clear understanding of product
quality attributes and associated process parameters is demonstrated.”

Digital transformation

There has been much advancement in
the field of information technology
recently, confirms Nguyen, such as
the implementation of AI- and MLbased techniques in a variety of industries. “However, the pharmaceutical
industry has been slower than others
to adopt AI- and ML-based techniques, perhaps because of the lack of
clear regulations, a paucity of funding for research into these fields, and
a scarcity of reputable quality training
programs,” he notes.
Yet, Nguyen continues, when digitalization is implemented both thoroughly and properly into formulation
development strategies, it is possible
to improve cost and time efficiencies in drug product formulation
and process development. If applied
correctly, it is possible to enable past
information on formulations, APIs,
and processing conditions to be
amassed; allow the creation of a large
common library to teach/train new
ML algorithms; support the creation
of algorithms that predict how similar molecules/entities would behave
in given formulation environments;
and will provide the potential for
quicker access to data and greater processing power, which would make the
formulation candidate selection more
efficient, he specifies.
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“Finally, with a predictive AI model,
minimal data sets could more accurately anticipate a molecule’s stability,”
Nguyen adds. “For formulation in a
traditional manufacturing site, digitalization benefits could be realized in
the next few years, which have already
been explored in both academia and
industry. For personalized medicine,
bedside and in situ formulation, and
in combination with wearable devices,
there is still some way to go, but the
future is exciting.”
Advances in analytics and digitalization are being leveraged by many
Big Pharma companies to improve
drug development productivity, asserts Kane. Approaches to increase
productivity or success rates in drug
design that are adopted by researchers,
medicinal chemists, and pharmaceutical experts include big data, AI, ML,
neural networks, quantitative structure-activity relationship modeling,
and others, he states.
“The traditional approach to drug
formulation development relies on
iterative trial and error, requiring a
large number of resource-intensive
and time-consuming in-vitro and invivo experiments,” Kane says. “ML-directed drug formulation development
offers unparalleled opportunities to
fast-track development efforts, uncover
new materials and innovative formulations, and generate new knowledge in
drug formulation science (3).”
At the dosage form level, advancements are allowing for more comprehensive data collection. For example,
digital pills that feature ingestible sensors in an oral drug delivery dosage
form will revolutionize diagnostics,
clinical monitoring, data collection,
and data analytics in the healthcare
industry, Kane emphasizes. “Smart
medicines involve a target applied
directly to the medicine via a coating
or ink, and a sensing device (a cellphone application) is used to read the
medicine and convert the signal into
a digital format in a matter of seconds. With smart medicines, every
dose becomes a basis for patient communication, engagement, and data

generation,” he says. “The transition
to smart medicines offers an enormous source of value creation to the
pharmaceutical industry.”
It is important, however, to ensure
the quality of the data being collected,
warned Nguyen. When collecting data
that will be used to build a library and
then to train machines, for example,
the data should conform to ALCOA+
[attributable, legible, contemporaneous, original, accurate, and additionally that it is complete, consistent, enduring, and available] guidance and
should be unbiased, he explains.
“Good input and good process shall
yield good output, otherwise, with
less representative data the predictive
model would misrepresent, and unintentionally skew toward an unwanted
design space,” Nguyen says.

Impact of intensification

“Continuous manufacturing (CM)
continues to be of interest for specific
products by the emerging, mid-size
and Big Pharma companies for one
or more of the well-documented and
proven reasons—reduced API usage
from early to mid-stage development
to commercialization, robust simplified formulation, scale-up efficiencies,
speed to clinic and to market, supply
chain flexibility, reduced cycle time,
and potential reduced overall cost of
supply while having a greater assurance of quality,” Kane asserts. “A CM
process certainly changes the formulation strategies, as there will be
far more controls and checks at critical processes as compared to a batch
process that utilizes multi-unit operations. Selection of excipients and a
process needs to be aligned with the
continuous manufacturing equipment
design and scale.”
Process analytical technology (PAT)
tools, such as near infrared and Raman
spectroscopy, are integral for continuous manufacturing programs, continues Kane. Additionally, to be able to
expand the continuous solid dose program and bring customer programs to
commercialization, it has been beneficial at Thermo Fisher Scientific to use

real-time release—for finished product
release testing—as well as predictive
models and in-suite tools to support
the required testing, he adds.
“Advanced continuous manufacturing approaches are often considered
for mAbs [monoclonal antibodies],
therapeutic proteins, or other biologics that are compatible with such a
process,” states Nguyen. “[Advanced
CM] is more challenging to adapt for
cell therapies and less-standard modalities made through complex, smaller-scale processes.”
Across the board, however, demonstrating homogeneity in bulk drug
substance and assurance of dose
uniformity are key aspects of formulation and fill/finish, Nguyen points
out. “From this perspective, CM and
process intensification, while making
much advancement in terms of drug
substance upstream (cell culture) and
downstream processing (purification),
still faces such challenges that it is
often decoupled from fill/finish operations. As a result, at the end of the process, bulk drug substance containers
need to be stored and handled within
the correct conditions and shipped to
fill/finish sites to process as batches
upon demand,” he says.
“For a product that requires only a
single formulation and single strength,
formulation considerations could be
built in during the ultrafiltration/diafiltration (UF/DF) step and the finishing step to create formulated bulk
material,” Nguyen continues. “Upon
receiving at the fill/finish site, it would
require pooling, blending, filtration,
aseptic filling, and packing.”
When considering the quality requirements, as is the same with batch
processing, the framework of CM
should start with a patient-centric
design, the target product profile, followed by CMC target profile, Nguyen
states. “At each unit operation, risk
needs to be evaluated, and the learnings carried over to the next steps to
understand what can be further removed, polished, controlled, mitigated,
or monitored,” he says. “Understanding the endpoint and requirements

would help developers anticipate what
shall be considered upfront to avoid
costly correction or redevelopment
later in a product’s lifecycle. Moving from early phase to late phase, as
product and process knowledge are
accumulated, the presumptive attributes and process parameters would
be further refined as critical versus
non-critical, or key versus non-key for
a product and its process.”

Final thoughts

“Digitization of operations, use of augmented and virtual reality, AI and ML,
increased use of robotics, and using
connected data systems to drive better
quality and business decisions need to
be actively pursued in many parts of
the business,” asserts Kane.
Through digitization, it is possible
to reduce the number of conditions
that need to be performed in the design of experiment within formulation,
Nguyen adds. “If a reliable predictive
model can be built using a high-quality, diverse, and unbiased database,
then that will drastically help improve
formulation strategies in terms of time,
cost, and likelihood of success, and
would contribute to bringing drugs to
patients more quickly.”
“Therefore, expertise and experience
in utilization of the modeling tools is
critical to bring speed and efficiency
to clinical programs,” Kane summarizes. “In late-stage clinical studies, it is
critical to adopt sound, science-based
risk-assessment and risk-mitigation
strategies to optimize formulations
and process of manufacture.”
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Shining a Light on
Lipid Nanoparticle
Characterization
Hanna Jankevics Jones and Natalia Markova

Using an orthogonal approach
to lipid nanoparticle analysis can
increase the odds of project success.

T

he importance of messenger RNA
(mRNA)-based vaccines and
therapies in global healthcare is
growing, spurred on by the success of
Moderna’s Spikevax and Pfizer–BioNTech’s Comirnaty COVID-19 vaccines.
Such efforts towards precision medicine,
however, come with the challenge of
increasing complexity (e.g., compared to
small-molecule drugs). This complexity
demands drug developers and manufacturers use the right analytical tools to fully
understand their products.
Nowhere is this complexity more
evident than in the lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) used to encapsulate fragile
mRNA cargo. Size, composition, aggregation, surface charge, and structure of
LNPs can all have significant effects on
Hanna Jankevics Jones, PhD,
and Natalia Markova, PhD, are
pharmaceutical segment marketing
managers at Malvern Panalytical.
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a therapeutic molecule’s success; and optimizing one property may come at the
detriment of another. These interdependent characteristics can impact stability
during production, transport, and storage, or affect the delivery and release of
the drug product in target tissues.

Challenges of LNP characterization

Unlike small-molecule drugs or protein
therapeutics, which are chemically or
biologically synthesized, LNPs self-assemble during the mixing of their component ingredients. These components
can include cationic lipids, helper lipids
such as distearoylphosphatidylcholine
(DSPC), sterols such as cholesterol, and
polyethylene glycol-containing (i.e., PEGylated) lipids (Figure 1). To ensure drug
formulators achieve their final product,
they must optimize the ratios of these
ingredients and perfect the way in which
these ingredients are mixed.
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Small batch-to-batch differences
in mixing can result in products that
have significantly different compositions. Similarly, changes in ingredient
flow rates can alter the size of the final
product. For example, faster flow rates
produce smaller LNPs than slower ones.
Throughout process development and
optimization, drug manufacturers need
to confirm they are producing LNPs
consistently and to specification.
Particle size is critical because it has
implications for drug function. Particles that are too small may be cleared
from the bloodstream by the kidneys
before they can take effect, whereas larger
or aggregated particles may fail to penetrate cells or could induce unwanted immune responses. Thus, drug developers
need to ensure that the LNPs they are
producing are the optimal size and that
the size distribution (polydispersity) falls
within acceptable parameters. Unexpected
changes in size or polydispersity could signal problems in manufacturing processes
or product degradation.
Another factor crucial to the success of
an LNP is stability. Solvents used during
production may need to be removed before administering the product to patients.
Drug developers, therefore, need to be sure
that the product created remains stable in
the solvent’s absence. They also need to
know that the product holds its structure
during transport and storage.
Drug developers must also ensure that
LNPs maintain their structure and successfully protect their mRNA cargo until
the therapeutic is delivered to the target
site in the patient’s body. As such, scientists
must analyze LNP performance under
conditions that mimic the bloodstream
or target tissues as well as inter- and intracellular environments.
The surface charge is another critical
factor that dictates how well an LNP functions within the body. For example, while
LNPs with a positive charge have been investigated, they can trigger inflammatory
responses, inducing problems such as hepatotoxicity (1). Negatively-charged LNPs
avoid these toxicity issues; however, this is
not the only place where the charge is important. LNPs need to respond to changes
in the endosomal pH, often by changing
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charge, which can influence the endosomal escape of their mRNA payload.
Expanding the use of LNPs from intramuscular injections for vaccines to other
applications such as cancer vaccines or
gene therapies, in which the LNPs need to
enter other cell types, the surface charge
can impact the uptake of the LNPs to
different cell types (2). Thus, formulators
need to monitor surface charge to identify LNPs that can access the target cells.
It can also be informative to understand
how this surface charge varies across relevant pH ranges.

Techniques proven to
meet the challenge

With such a complex range of attributes
to navigate, developers must use complementary analytical technologies to
provide a full understanding of LNPs.
Fortunately, they don’t need to develop
these methods de novo. Rather, LNP
specialists can tap into the well-established field of lipid-based drug characterization, where proven analytical
technologies have long helped ensure
product quality and function.

suspension scatter laser light as they
diffuse through a sample. Changes in
the scattering pattern are translated to
particle size and size distribution, with
larger particles diffusing more slowly
than smaller particles.
DLS offers the lowest resolution of
particle size determination but gives a
good indication of the size of LNPs in
a sample. Using back, side, and forward
detection angles, MADLS offers a higher
resolution than DLS, allowing it to identify additional populations of LNPs that
DLS might miss. NTA offers even higher
resolution but often requires sample dilution, which can perturb LNP stability.
The choice between these complementary

techniques depends on factors, such as
LNP size and polydispersity, sample heterogeneity, and the questions being asked.
When Pfizer–BioNTech contracted
PolymunScientific to scale up the process
of producing LNPs for the Comirnaty
program, Polymun needed to develop
robust manufacturing processes to support large-scale production (3). Key to
this development were analytical methods, including those described in this article, to guide process development and
control manufacturing processes. Such
efforts allowed the company to confirm
batch-to-batch consistency and longterm stability of its liposomal and LNP
formulations (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Schematic of a messenger RNA (mRNA)–lipid nanoparticle (LNP)
complex (4). DSPC is distearoylphosphatidylcholine.

Size matters

To monitor LNP size and sample polydispersity, LNP specialists can rely on dynamic light scattering (DLS)—whether
single-angle or multi-angle (MADLS)—
and nanoparticle tracking analysis
(NTA). Using these methods, LNPs in

ALL FIGURES COURTESY OF THE AUTHORS.

Figure 2. Analysis showing the size distribution of a lipid nanoparticle preparation to monitor product stability over time.
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Figure 3. Using size-exclusion chromatography–static light scattering (SEC–SLS) to show that the weight fraction (Wt fr)
of messenger RNA (mRNA) within mRNA–lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) varies across both a single formulation and between
different formulations: (a) mRNA–LNP1; (b) mRNA–LNP2 (4). RI is refractive index.

MADLS and NTA also offer the opportunity to determine particle concentration, which provides quick information on process yield and any potential
losses from process steps. Recently, researchers applied these methods to liposome samples and showed that the accessible concentration range for MADLS
(108 to 1012 particles/mL) overlapped with
and extended that for NTA (107 to 109)
(Figure 3). MADLS offered a similar range
when the method was applied to LNPs.

experiments or differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC). Thermal ramps
use DLS to monitor particle stability
over a temperature range, while DSC
measures heat uptake or release linked
to structural transitions or changes in
molecular interactions.
Drug developers can use these methods to examine the thermal stability
of both the LNP delivery vehicle and
its mRNA cargo. Such information
is critical during LNP formulation as
developers optimize ingredient comTaking charge
binations to improve stability without
As pH can differ significantly between negatively impacting efficacy. Furproduction and storage conditions as thermore, as the DSC thermogram is
well as physiological environments, also a fingerprint of mRNA and LNP’s
it is vital to monitor surface charge higher-order structure, companies can
throughout the product’s life cycle. use it to inform the selection of mRNA
Electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) sequence variants during design stages
is a powerful tool that can determine and to compare different formulations
the apparent charge of a particle in dif- and batches of the LNP product. This
ferent conditions; for example, mim- detailed characterization helps support
icking a pH range from slightly alka- intellectual property protection.
line blood to the acidic endosome. The
obtained surface charge measurements A rapid look at composition
allow developers to balance the needs A method commonly used to monof product development and long-term itor particle size and polydispersity
storage with the requirements for clin- is size-exclusion chromatography
ical efficacy, optimizing cellular deliv- (SEC) coupled to static light scatterery while minimizing toxicity risks.
ing (SLS) or another detection system.
But beyond questions of particle size,
The heat of the moment
developers continue to evolve the apProduction, storage, and application add plications of SEC–SLS to help answer
temperature stresses to LNPs, which can questions about LNP composition,
be investigated using DLS thermal ramp monitoring not only the lipid com22
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plexes but also the mRNA cargo. For
example, researchers used SEC–SLS to
perform compositional analysis of two
mRNA–LNPs (4). Monitoring the concentrations of the mRNA and LNPs
across the entire particle distribution,
the researchers could determine the
relative weight fractions of the components—a measure of therapeutic payload. In both mRNA–LNPs tested, the
scientists observed variation in mRNA
loading across the population.
SEC–SLS offers analytical insights
in minutes, accelerating throughput
across development and manufacturing. The analysis also eliminates
the need for multiple analytical steps
and fluorescent reagents and reduces
operator impact on measurement consistency. Although still relatively new
to LNP manufacture, compositional
analysis has proven vital to other medical applications, such as studies of viral
vectors in gene therapy, antibody-drug
conjugates, and antibody aggregation.

The power of orthogonal approaches

In the complex world of mRNA-based
vaccines and therapies, tried and tested
analytical technologies, such as DLS/
MADLS, NTA, and ELS, are shining a
light on the LNPs that help those medicines survive the journey from lab to factory to cellular site-of-action. Researchers
are further augmenting those insights by
evolving and expanding the applications

Table I. Proven analytical technologies monitor a range of lipid nanoparticle attributes (4). DLS is dynamic light
scattering. MADLS is multi-angle light scattering. NTA is nanoparticle tracking analysis. ELS is electrophoretic light
scattering. SEC–SLS is size-exclusion chromatography–static light scattering. DSC is differential scanning calorimetry.
Particle
size

Polydispersity

Particle
concentration

DLS

✓

✓

MADLS

✓

✓

✓

NTA

✓

✓

✓

Surface
charge

Thermal
stability

Higher-order
structure

Particle
composition

✓

✓

ELS
SEC–SLS

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

DSC

of DSC and SEC–SLS to build further a
more reliable picture of LNP attributes,
improving the chances for project success.
Although individual biophysical characterization techniques provide valuable
insights into the nature of LNPs, no single technology can provide a complete
picture. Instead, orthogonal and complementary approaches are needed to
provide a more comprehensive under-

standing of the critical quality attributes
that define product quality, consistency,
and, ultimately, efficacy (Table I).
This prospect may be daunting if a
company is unfamiliar with some of
these techniques. The broad expertise
of an analytical partner can, therefore,
help in the development of the applications needed to achieve a deeper understanding of LNPs.

✓
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Electrochemistry for
API Synthesis
Cynthia A. Challener

Numerous benefits will eventually
lead to large-scale applications in
pharmaceutical manufacturing.

E

lectrochemistry offers many strategic advantages for increasing
the sustainability and efficiency
of small-molecule synthesis. It also has
the potential to enable the creation of
molecules not accessible using more
traditional chemistry. As a consequence,
interest in this technology is increasing
in both academia and industry. Three
researchers having a strong impact in
this area through their independent
work and collaborations with industry
include Phil Baran of The Scripps Research Institute (1), Siegfried Waldvogel
of Johannes Gutenberg University in
Mainz, Germany (2), and Song Lin at
Cornell University (vide infra). While
its use in medicinal chemistry and drug
discovery has been increasing, implementing these reactions at large scale
Cynthia A. Challener, PhD
is contributing editor to
Pharmaceutical Technology.
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under good manufacturing practice
(GMP) conditions has been challenging.
The potential benefits are driving
companies to develop chemical and
engineering solutions that allow the
use of electroorganic chemistry for the
production of complex pharmaceutical
intermediates at the kilogram scale (3).

A more sustainable, safer,
and less expensive alternative

“Electrons,” says Markus Furegati, a senior principal scientist at Novartis, “are
‘reagents’ that can be regarded as green,
safe, and cheap. One mole of electrons
costs less than one US dollar, and there
is significantly less waste generated
during manufacturing.” In some cases,
he adds, an electrochemical approach
offers better selectivity compared to
classical procedures.
Electrochemistry offers a mild and
efficient alternative to conventional
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chemical approaches specifically for
redox transformations, according to
Song Lin, associate professor in the Department of Chemistry and Chemical
Biology at Cornell University. “Upon
the application of an appropriate potential, organic molecules can lose
or gain an electron at the electrode
surface and generate highly reactive
intermediates, such as radicals, carbocations, and carbanions. In the process,
the potentially expensive, hazardous,
and toxic oxidizing and reducing reagents employed in canonical redox
reactions may be replaced by greener,
less toxic, and milder electron donors and acceptors,” he explains. Lin
also observes that many studies have
demonstrated the potential of electrochemistry to achieve transformations
that are challenging to realize using
chemical redox reagents.
One of the keys to success for electrochemical reactions is for the functional group of interest to have an
appropriate redox potential compared
to the rest of the molecule, according
to Claudio Bomio, principal scientists
II with Novartis. Precise control of
the applied potential can, Lin notes,
provide the ability to selectively activate complex molecules and generate highly reactive intermediates in a
controlled fashion. “The selectivity of
electro-oxidations can be tuned using
a set of parameters not usually used in
organic chemistry, such as choice of
voltage, electrode material, the use of
redox mediators, etc., which expands
the scope and utility of electrochemistry for organic synthesis,” adds Bomio.
In addition to the low cost due to
the waste-free and sustainable nature of electrons, Frederic Buono, senior associate director of chemical
development in the United States at
Boehringer Ingelheim, points out that
electrochemistry technology is also
easy to manipulate and fast to assess.
“Using process analytical technologies,
it is possible to monitor the generation
of specific impurities and the overall
reaction conversion and selectivity in
real time and adjust the power and/or
voltage units as needed,” he explains.
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With respect to chemical reactivity,
Buono also comments that electrochemical methods often exhibit a high functional group tolerance as well as higher
reactivity. The latter allows reduction of
the quantities of some reagents needed
and thus the production of less waste
and toxic by-products. Electrochemical
reactions are also typically performed
under milder conditions (temperature
and pressure) than those necessary
with traditional approaches, according
to Buono. Furthermore, to halt electrochemical reactions simply requires
switching off the power, whereas with
traditional organic chemistry an extra
reagent must often be added.

One of the keys
to success for
electrochemical
reactions is for the
functional group
of interest to have
an appropriate
redox potential
compared to
the rest of
the molecule.
Growing synthetic applications

Because of the many benefits that
electrochemistry possesses over traditional approaches in organic synthesis,
it could play a major role in chemical/
intermediate production, Buono contends. Bomio agrees: “Electrochemistry is an area of tremendous growth in
academic research, with new methods
and reactions emerging every day.”
Based on published literature, Jeff
Song in Boehringer Ingelheim’s chemical development group in the US notes
that there is a large variety of transformations for which electrochemistry is
an attractive synthetic method, such
as oxidations (e.g., oxidative intermo26
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lecular/intramolecular coupling, Pinnick/Anelli oxidation, Shono oxidation,
etc.), reductions (e.g., Birch reduction,
reductive cross-electrophile coupling),
C=N formation (azines and oximes),
methoxylation, and amination. “The
benefits of electrochemistry for these
transformations are relative to the
functional tolerance of the complex
molecular structures,” he adds.
The rising interest is driven in part
by the fact that oxidation and reduction reactions are among the most important and frequently executed processes in organic synthesis, according
to Lin. “In the pharmaceutical industry, the ability to replace oxidation and
reduction reactions that involve hazardous or waste-generating reagents
used for the synthesis of APIs or their
intermediates with electrochemical
processes is very attractive. Synthetic
electrochemistry can realize similar
transformations through electron
transfer between organic molecules
and electrodes, avoiding the use of
hazardous or toxic stoichiometric
redox reagents. Moreover, the controllable applied potential results in the
potential ability of electrochemistry
towards selective functionalization of
complex molecules,” he says.

From small to large scale

Electrochemistry is definitely not
limited to small scale, and there are,
according to Laurin Wimmer, senior
expert, science and technology with
Novartis, quite a few established processes in industry. He points to production of the fragrance compound
lysmeral by BASF at more than 10 kilotonnes per year as one of the largest
and most well-known industrial electro-organic processes. Lin adds that
there are also many other chemicals,
such as adiponitrile (a key intermediate in the manufacture of Nylon 6, 6
polymers) (4) and azobenzene (5), produced at industrial scale using electrochemical processes.
In the pharmaceutical industry,
electrochemistry is widely used in medicinal chemistry labs and also in early
development for the synthesis of inter-
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mediates on a gram scale, says Song. At
Boehringer, electrochemistry is also
applied for the synthesis of impurities.

There are efforts
underway to
establish the
needed largescale equipment
that will enable
commercial
electrochemical
processes.
Electrochemistry at large scale:
continuous development

Inspiration from academic leaders in
the field of electrochemistry and their
achievements in organic synthesis
is leading to the exploration of electro-organic technologies for process
development and commercial manufacturing, Wimmer contends. While
for small-scale laboratory applications
stirred electrochemical cells are most
common, industrial processes typically
rely on a flow-chemistry approach (6).
In recent years, Jeff Song remarks that
it has become more common to use electrochemistry in day-to-day operations as
commercial laboratory reactors became
more available in batch and flow mode.
The throughput of these reactors is still
very limited, however.
Indeed, Buono emphasizes that a
key limitation to further scale-up and
commercial manufacturing is the lack
of both standard manufacturing equipment and the technical knowledge for
scale-up, including understanding of
the impact of electrode materials on
reaction output, reaction parameters,
and other aspects that can change with
scale. In most cases, he notes that companies have been using in-house-built
reactors to perform electrochemistry at
the kilogram scale.
There are other challenges to implementing electrochemical processes for

organic synthesis at large scale beyond
the lack of knowledge and experience
in scaling up electrochemical processes
and the need for suitable equipment.
Buono highlights the lack of specific
regulations regarding the use of electrochemical technology in pharmaceutical manufacturing.
Lin, meanwhile, points to safety
concerns related to the application of
a high current in the presence of flammable organic solvents; the price, concentration, and safety of the electrolyte;
the price, availability, and potential
passivation of electrode; the generation of hazardous gases such as H2 or
O2; and the current density and ratio
between the electrode surface area and
reactor volume.
Despite these issues, based on the
evidence accorded by the numerous
papers generated by academic/pharmaceutical collaborations, most major
pharmaceutical companies are actively
exploring potential applications of electrochemistry, according to Wimmer.

For instance, Lin notes that companies
including Merck, Bristol-Myers Squibb,
and Genentech are interested in the
development of electrochemical methods to synthesize APIs. Researchers at
Merck, in fact, published an article describing the successful scale-up of an
organic electrosynthetic method from
milligram to kilogram scale (7).
“In general,” Lin states, “the widely
accepted means to industrialize an
electrochemical process is the combination of continuous flow technique with
electrochemistry. The short distance between two electrodes results in a significant decrease in the ohmic drop of the
system, enabling electrolysis with very
low concentration of electrolyte. Moreover, the large ratio between electrode
area and reaction volume compared to
batch cells is beneficial for the electrolysis efficiency,” he explains.
There are efforts underway to establish the needed large-scale equipment
that will enable commercial electrochemical processes. One example of

note, according to Buono, is the Enabling Technology Consortium, which
is working to design and build both
laboratory- and manufacturing-scale
electrochemical reactors that meet the
safety, robustness, and productivity requirements for each scale.

The trajectory for
electrochemistry in
the pharmaceutical
industry appears to
be an exciting one.
Witnessing the renaissance of
synthetic organic electrochemistry

The trajectory for electrochemistry in
the pharmaceutical industry appears
to be an exciting one. Furegati anticipates progress to occur along a pathway similar to that observed for modern photochemistry. “The availability
of easy-to-use equipment and broader

Electrochemistry research in the Lin Laboratory
Song Lin, associate professor in the Department of Chemistry and Chemical
Biology at Cornell University, has been focused for several years on developing new electrochemical processes that address important needs in
organic synthesis. “Harnessing electrochemistry to solve the challenging
transformations in organic synthesis is one of the most important research
interests in our group,” he observes.
One of those areas relates to cross-electrophile coupling (XEC) of organic
halides for C–C bond formation. Despite great advances in this area, Lin
notes that the selective XEC of two alkyl halides for C(sp3)–C(sp3) bond
formation remains elusive using traditional chemical approaches.
Inspired by the generation of C(sp3)–C(sp3) bonds via SN2 displacement, his
research group, in collaboration with scientists at Caltech and Merck, envisioned
a new approach to cross-coupling of two (one tertiary and one primary) alkyl
halides by exploiting the disparate electronic and steric properties (1).
“This electrochemical approach enables XEC of a diverse range of
unactivated and functionalized alkyl halides, including α-haloboronic
esters, α-halosilanes, benzylic chlorides, and allylic/propargylic halides,
under transition-metal-free conditions with excellent selectivity,” Lin
states. It also operates by a mechanism different from that previously
reported for cross-coupling reactions catalyzed by nickel complexes. “This
new strategy circumvents the generation of Ni-alkyl intermediates that
could often lead to unselective electrophile activation and various side
reactions,” he explains.
As a result, the e-XEC reaction shows improved selectivity compared to
known methods for C(sp3)–C(sp3) XEC. “This new reaction provides a robust
and selective method for constructing C(sp3)-C(sp3) bonds, which remains a

critical problem in modern organic chemistry. It will be particularly beneficial
for drug discovery given that recent research in medicinal chemistry has
demonstrated a correlation between higher fractions of sp3 carbons in drug
candidates with improved success rates in clinical trials,” Lin says.
To date, the reaction has been scaled up to 20 mmol, providing
multigram quantities of desired products in excellent yield. Lin hopes to
further scale up the method to create a wide range of molecules for drug
discovery. He does caution, however, that a wide gap remains between
the current optimal laboratory conditions and GMP requirements for
commercial pharmaceutical manufacturing. “We need to overcome
several issues before further scale up the reaction, including using less of a
safer electrolyte than the currently used tetrabutylammonium perchlorate
and avoiding the use of a sacrificial magnesium anode.”
In addition to the e-XEC reaction, the Lin group has used an electrocatalysis
strategy for the oxidative difunctionalization of alkenes (2). He and
his colleagues are also working to further scale up the electrochemical
diazidation of alkenes, another transformation developed by his group (3).
This reaction provides an efficient and robust approach to the synthesis of
precursors of vicinal diamines, a functional moiety that is widely prevalent in
many natural products and a large number of bioactive compounds.
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literature coverage will facilitate the
use of electrochemistry for niche applications. Success in these areas will
then stimulate the development of
commercial solutions,” He adds that if
contract research and contract manufacturing organizations actively pursed
and implemented electrochemical processes, the barrier to adoption could be
potentially lowered.
There is already, says Lin, a renaissance in synthetic organic electrochemistry underway. “Breakthroughs
and advances in this area have led
synthetic organic chemists to gradually realize the powerful potential of
electrochemistry as a robust technique
in organic synthesis, stimulating a tremendous surge of research interest in
this field amongst the organic chemistry community. In this context, we
believe more practical and efficient
electrochemical reactions will be reported in the future,” he explains.
If certain steps are taken, the influence of electrochemistry in organic
synthesis can be further strengthened,
according to Lin. One would be the
development of electrochemical methods for late-stage functionalization of
complex bioactive molecules and biomacromolecules such as peptides, nucleotides, and sugars. Another would

be the fabrication of novel electrodes
to explore new reactivities and tune the
selectivity of electrochemical methods.
A more long-term goal would be the
development of enantioselective electrochemical transformations.
A further area of interest for both
Lin and Buono is the extension of electrochemical applications through the
combination of electrochemistry with
other promising synthetic techniques.
Electrophotocatalysis (8) and bioelectrocatalysis (9), for instance, may provide avenues for the discovery of new
reactivities and enable wider use of
electrochemical solutions by process
chemists. Buono also envisions the
combination of artificial intelligence,
automation, and electrochemistry enabling the rapid optimization of electrochemical reactions (10).
Lin firmly believes that all of these
developments and the adoption of electrochemical processes in general by
the pharmaceutical industry will be
expedited through the establishment
of intimate collaborations between
academia and industry. “In academia,
we are more interested in the discovery
of new reactivities and typically overlook the cost and safety issues related
to reagents. We also in general lack
the experience needed to efficiently

scale up electrochemical reactions. By
collaborating with industry partners,
we gain greater knowledge of practical requirements for synthetic methods used in both drug discovery and
commercial manufacturing.”
The end result, Lin concludes, will
be industrializable electrochemical
processes that are more sustainable
and scalable. Fortunately, many such
collaborations are already in place and
actively engaged in exploring electrochemical processes.
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Drug Digest: Pairing the Right APIs and Excipients for Optimizing Formulations
Drug Digest is Pharmaceutical Technology’s tech talk video series, in which industry experts discuss the emerging opportunities, obstacles, and advances
in the pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical industry for the research, development, formulation, analysis, upstream and downstream processing,
manufacturing, supply chain, and packaging of drug products.
In “Pairing the Right APIs and Excipients for Optimizing Formulations,”
Chris Spivey, editorial director, and Meg Rivers, senior editor, dive into APIs,
excipients, and formulation advances, specifically pairing the right APIs and
excipients for optimizing formulations.
Interviews featured
This episode includes interviews with the following:
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• Nitin Swarnakar, manager NA applications lab (pharma solutions), BASF
• Gregory Lane, PhD, senior principal investigator, Bristol Myers Squibb
• Matthias Bucerius, head of Actives and Formulation, MilliporeSigma
the Life Science Business of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany
• Anil Kane, PhD, global head of Technical and Scientific Affairs, Pharma
Services, Thermo Fisher Scientific
• Stephen Hoag, professor and director of the APhL, Dept. of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Maryland School of Pharmacy
• Ilan Avni, VP BD, marketing, and IP, Wavelength Pharmaceuticals.

Visit PharmTech.com/drug-digest to view this and other episodes.
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Felicity Thomas

There are many benefits of employing a
reformulation strategy, but companies must
also overcome a variety of challenges too.

T

raditional drug development is
costly and time-consuming, with
many hours, days, and years spent
researching and developing novel chemical entities that, for the most part, will
likely fail to get to the commercial
finishing line. Repurposing a drug can
offer companies an approach to drug
development that is much more timeand cost-efficient and offers a higher
chance of success. According to research, 30% of repurposed drugs gain
approval, which is three times higher
than the rate for new drugs (1).
There are three main strategies to
repurposing a drug product: determining a novel therapeutic indication
for an already known drug (repositioning); developing a new formulation of
a drug product (reformulation); and
combining two or more drugs that
were already being used as single drug
products (combination) (2). Despite the
30
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various benefits of repurposing existing
drug products can offer, each strategy
also has certain challenges to overcome
that can act as a deterrent to developers.

Benefits of reformulation

“Reformulation can be used very effectively to develop improved medicines
and treatment options for patients,”
confirms Jan Jezek, chief scientific officer of Arecor. “For example, creative
formulation can be used to improve the
pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics of a drug.” Highlighting a specific case of creative formulation, Jezek
points to the development of a novel
formulation of insulin that has is being
developed by Arecor, which accelerates
the drug’s absorption post-injection,
leading to glycemic control.
“Another example benefit of reformulation is to convert a lyophilized
powder medicine to stable liquid ready-
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Regulatory considerations

First and foremost, Jagdish stresses
that it is critical for companies to be
aware of the regulatory requirements
of the target geography of the reformulated drug product. “There is considerable variation in the regimes in each
country, so pharmaceutical companies should evaluate their compliance
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Reformulating Success

to-use (RTU) product formats, which
are becoming increasingly important
to enable fast, safe, and effective treatment of patients,” Jezek continues. “Innovative formulation approaches can
also lead to improvement in stability
of small- and large-molecule products
and enable their use outside the cold
chain, which can significantly improve
convenience of use.”
Balasubramaniam Jagdish, assistant
vice-president, Formulation Development, Bengaluru Site, Recipharm,
emphasizes that reformulation can
be performed for several key reasons.
“[Reformulation] can allow developers to improve the performance and
patient centricity of an existing drug.
For example, it may be done to create
a version of an existing drug that is
more convenient and easier to use for
the patient, increasing quality of life or
boosting adherence and, in turn, therapy success,” he says.
Additionally, Jagdish remarks that
reformulation can be used to enhance
solubility, to improve absorption, or to
boost the stability of a drug product formulation. “In all cases, reformulation
can save a considerable amount of time
and financial resource compared with
the discovery and development of an
entirely new chemical entity,” he states.
Moreover, it is possible to use reformulation as a way of extending the line
of an older drug product, Jagdish points
out. “[Reformulation] offers an opportunity to change an excipient or evolve
the manufacturing process to deliver
marginal gains in performance or ensure compliance with new regulatory
requirements,” he says. “Regardless of
the reasons for the reformulation, assessment of the regulatory implications
of reformulation is essential.”

needs on a case-by-case basis,” he says.
“For example, the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has published
its guidance for industry on Nonclinical Safety Evaluation of Reformulated
Drug Products and Products Intended
for Administration by an Alternate
Route, which can help companies understand the regulatory requirements
in the [United States]” (3).
For Jezek, considering the formulation excipients and whether those
being used in the reformulated product
are indeed approved for the intended
use—administration route and desired
dosage regimen—is critical. “[Whether
or not the excipients are considered
novel] impacts the complexity of development as it is necessary to justify
the use of the excipients and to demonstrate the safety of the excipients required. Novel excipients will carry a
higher regulatory and development
burden,” he specifies.
When approaching a reformulation
strategy for a drug product, developers
should define the target product profile at the outset, Jezek continues. “In
other words, the formulation scientist
needs to understand the desired stability and other requirements that the
products must meet, such as specific
impurity levels, to be approved by the
regulatory authorities,” he says.

Other challenges

After defining the target product profile, the developer needs to understand
the degradation pathways that can
potentially impact the stability of the
drug product during storage, Jezek
adds. Appropriate methods must be established so that any degradation pathways can be measured and understood.
“Such methods are often referred to as
stability‑indicating methods,” he notes.
“The last challenge, which is most
critical for successful reformulation,
is to be able to select the right combination of inactive ingredients that will
collectively interact with the small- or
large-molecule drug in a way that reduces the degradation rate and thus
enables the desired product profile,”
Jezek confirms.

According to Jagdish, the challenges
that pharmaceutical companies need
to overcome when approaching a reformulation project depend upon the type
of reformulation they are undertaking.
“For example, when developing a new
formulation of a drug for the same
indication, achieving bioequivalence
for the new formulation with the existing one poses a significant challenge,
because it is no longer a like-for-like
comparison,” he asserts.

Repurposing a
drug can offer
companies an
approach to drug
development that
is much more timeand cost-efficient
and offers a higher
chance of success.
“Reformulation can also be considered to reduce the size of the dose of a
medication, to improve safety profile
and patient compliance,” Jagdish continues. “Again, in this case, there is a
need to demonstrate that the efficacy
of the lower dose is equivalent to that
of the already clinically proven and approved higher dose.”
Providing another example, Jagdish points out that when developing a
fixed-dose combination therapy from
two independently approved drugs,
demonstration of the bioequivalence
can also be tricky. “Here, in addition
to maintaining bioequivalence with
the two existing single-dose products,
companies have to ensure the compatibility of the two drugs when in the same
formulation,” he says.
When reformulating large molecules,
Jagdish emphasizes that additional challenges—when compared with those
facing small-molecule formulators—

need to be addressed. Challenges such
as solubility, absorption, and stability,
he specifies.
Because large molecules are commonly administered via intravenous
injection, it can be desirable and more
patient-friendly to reformulate a drug
product to be administered in an alternative way. “Often the focus of a
change in the route of administration
for a biological medicine is to enable a
change from a time-intensive intravenous administration to a single subcutaneous injection,” Jezek confirms.
“This [change] requires developing a
highly concentrated formulation of the
product that can be delivered via a small
volume in a single injection.”
However, by reducing the volume
of injectable product, the viscosity can
become problematic. “Challenges that
need to be overcome in developing these
high concentration formulations is high
viscosity (which can make the product
too difficult to inject) as well as the propensity of proteins to aggregate (resulting in the formation of particles, which
are unacceptable in pharmaceutical
compositions),” Jezek explains. “In addition, proteins are subject to chemical
degradation such as hydrolytic cleavage
or oxidation. Innovative approaches to
formulation design are often required
to overcome these challenges.”
Yet, there are relatively easier reformulation routes, such as updating the
excipients or the manufacturing process to extend the product’s line, Jagdish
states. “Reformulation in these cases
often simply involve step changes in the
production process or the preparation of
ingredients to enhance product quality
or to improve manufacturing efficiency,”
he specifies. “New ingredients are not
generally involved, reducing the number
of challenges that need to be overcome.”
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Drug Delivery
ing an empty syringe, be confident that
the complete dose has been delivered to
the patient. The same confidence should
apply to intravenous administration.
This is important in that we need to
have this confidence when we deliver,
for example, preventative vaccines or
disease-managing therapeutics that the
correct dose is administered every time.

Meg Rivers

Some of the greatest advancements in drug
delivery are related to disposable delivery
devices, vaccine adjuvants, and wearable pumps,
according to Nicholas W. Warne of Pfizer.

W

hile parenteral administration
continues to be the gold standard for drug delivery, many
advancements have been made in this
space—impacting drug formulation,
delivery devices, as well as the method
of delivery. Pharmaceutical Technology
interviewed Nicholas W. Warne, vice
president, pharmaceutical R&D, Pfizer,
about drug delivery advancements, the
differences in the delivery of small versus
large molecules, drug delivery technologies that best address stability, the future
of drug delivery methods for biologics
(beyond intravenous, intramuscular, and
subcutaneous injections), and how personalized medicine fits into drug delivery.

Warne: Foundationally, we need to
recognize the advances in aseptic manufacturing of biotechnology products and
vaccines that we have enjoyed over the
past several decades. The ability to manufacture these fragile products, establish
their sterility in the absence of terminal
sterilization, and retain their safety and
effectiveness while often refrigerated is
remarkable. Further, we have come a
long way in the development of disposable and effective delivery devices (i.e.,
syringes, needles, and intravenous setups), which safely and accurately deliver
nearly all biotechnology products and
vaccines to billions of patients annually.
Regarding modes of delivery, parenteral administration with a needle and
syringe is the gold standard for drug
Greatest advancements
delivery.
A healthcare professional can
PharmTech: What do you believe are some
hold
a
drug-filled
syringe prior to injecof the greatest advancements in drug detion
and,
after
administration
and holdlivery to date?
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— Nicholas W. Warne,
Pfizer
There have been a number of successful drug delivery approaches that have
been implemented over the past two
decades. These are notable for two reasons that benefit patients: either they are
enabling technologies that allow a particular disease mechanism to be treated
effectively, or they provide a compelling
increase in convenience, which drives
adherence and moves a market forward
within a specific therapeutic area.
Examples of enabling technologies include antibody-drug conjugates in which
a targeting antibody—typically designed
to bind to a ligand on the surface of a
specific cancer cell—effectively delivers
a toxin to the cancer cell, which is absorbed and results in highly specific cell
death. In the absence of the covalently
linked targeting antibody, the toxicity
levels of an effective dose of the systemic
toxin would prohibit its use via systemic
administration. A second example
would be lipid nanoparticle (LNP) delivery of messenger RNA (mRNA) for
the treatment of several diseases—most
notably, infective diseases. Delivery of
mRNA to cells, intended to be a template
for antigen expression, would not be
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Drug Delivery
possible without the LNP, which protects
the mRNA from degradation as well as
serves to deliver the mRNA through the
cell membrane.
We should recognize the contribution
of delivery devices, such as wearable
pumps, which allow sustained or pulsatile delivery of medication, depending on
the needs of the patient and the mechanism of action. In the absence of these
technologies, these medicines might not
have been successfully developed. Finally,
we should recognize the significant role
that vaccine adjuvants have had in enhancing the immunogenicity of critical
vaccines, therefore, enabling billions of
children and adults to avoid life-threatening diseases. These relatively simple
adjuvants are cost-effective, safe, and
highly effective depending on the antigen and disease area.

convenient delivery and storage often
pushes the formulator to have to balance stability with patient acceptance. In
brief, this can drive the balance between
convenient liquid dosage forms and
suspensions versus stable and robust
lyophilized powders.
If a drug is unstable, often the first
approach to seek to stabilize the product is lyophilization, often referred to
as freeze-drying. This well-established
process requires a keen balance of formulation development, process design, and
facility capability and has been leveraged
successfully for biotechnology products
Large vs. small molecules
and vaccines. With this advantage, the rePharmTech: What are the most significant sultant products are somewhat inconvedifferences in drug delivery of small vs. nient in that they need to be reconstituted
large molecules?
prior to administration. This inconveWarne: Experience has taught us that nience is less of a concern for infrequently
the differences between small-molecule administered drugs often delivered by a
and large-molecule injectables in terms healthcare professional. For drugs that
of their manufacturing, handling, and are to be self-administered, however, this
stability carry over to their drug deliv- is a significant inconvenience. While this
ery. Small molecules, in general, appear has been managed by training in select
to be more pharmaceutically robust to a indications (i.e., hemophilia), in general,
wider variety of solvents, which enable patients will strongly prefer fewer steps
the application of depot delivery systems. and increased convenience.
In contrast, large molecules generally
need to be formulated and managed in The future of biologics
aqueous solutions and near-neutral pH, PharmTech: Intravenous, intramuscular,
which is a narrower formulation design and subcutaneous injections are curspace. Both can have significant stability rently the most common methods to deconcerns, which need to be accounted for liver biologics. Do you foresee any other
in the design of a delivery approach. One methods of drug delivery coming into
under-appreciated aspect to be assessed prominence in the future for biologics?
is dose and solubility. Small-molecule
Warne: Parenteral injection is the gold
injectables have many more years of ex- standard of drug delivery. The advantage
perience in molecular design and drug of direct injection or infusion is that the
solubilization with which to enhance sol- healthcare provider and patient are confiubility to achieve high doses if required. dent that the drug has been administered
Conversely, biotechnology products, properly at the right dose at the right time.
Convenience, which helps to drive ad- such as antibodies, are now wrestling Any deviation from this approach raises
herence as well as market preference, is with the goal of achieving high doses the question as to how effectively a drug
a significant area of competitive interest. (often 300+ mg) and yet maintaining a can be delivered by an alternate route of
Multi-dose auto-injectors and single-use convenient route of administration (i.e., administration and how this compares to
pre-filled pens have revolutionized subcutaneous injection).
a parenteral injection.
the convenience in several therapeutic
Two areas of exploration over the
past 30 years include pulmonary (and
areas—most notably, inf lammation, Addressing stability
rare disease, and diabetes. The driver for PharmTech: What drug delivery technol- nasal) and intradermal (and trans-derconvenience has made self-administra- ogies have you seen that best address mal) administration. Both approaches
have seen progress in preclinical models
tion increasingly feasible, which enables stability?
Warne: The stability of biotechnol- and limited clinical studies, but neither
patients to manage their own health
much more effectively and reduces ogy products is critical to their safety has enjoyed commercial success. For
the frequency of visits to hospitals and and efficacy. That said, the drive for pulmonary and nasal delivery, many of
clinics. In addition to medical devices,
there has been significant progress in
extending the in vivo half-life of select
therapies, resulting in a decrease in the
frequency of injection. This has been
achieved by a variety of approaches, including pegylation, the development of
antibody and fusion-protein technologies, as well as depot delivery systems.
This push for convenience has had a
significant impact on the marketability
and acceptance of several biotechnology
products to the point where if medicine
is inconvenient, it will not be successful.

“Convenience,
which helps to
drive adherence
as well as market
preference, is a
significant area
of competitive
interest.”

— Nicholas W. Warne,
Pfizer
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Drug Delivery
the concerns have been related to effective dosing either systemically or to the
lung. Whether nasal delivery of vaccines,
dry-powder, or nebulized delivery to the
lung, there is a trade-off between the convenience of avoiding an injection versus
the risk of a partial dose in comparison
to an injection. A similar concern exists
with intradermal (and transdermal) delivery systems. Whether a drug is delivered by a patch, microneedles, or transdermal injection device, often there is
some drug remaining on the skin surface
which does not reach the dermis. One
should evaluate whether this variability
is acceptable and, further, whether the
dermis is the appropriate target tissue.
Beyond these approaches, it continues
to be challenging to consider alternate
routes of administration for systemic delivery that do not involve a needle.

Delivering large volumes of biologics

PharmTech: Delivering large volumes of biologics beyond the capacity of a syringe
or autoinjector is a challenge. How has
this challenge been addressed? (Through
formulation tweaks? Changing the drug
delivery device? Increasing the number of
doses needed?)
Warne: Over the past decade, there have
been a number of biotechnology products
that have established the effectiveness of a
2mL injection to the subcutaneous space.
This 2mL injection, for a well-behaved
monoclonal antibody, could enable doses
of 300 mg with either a prefilled syringe or
prefilled pen. This is a significant advance.
To go beyond 2 mL will require one
of several options. Multiple injections
during a single administration session
may be acceptable depending on the disease and patient population. Two doses
therefore could deliver 600 mgs.
A second approach is the use of an onbody delivery system which contains a
drug reservoir, a pumping mechanism,
and a needle or catheter that infuses
2–50 mL subcutaneously over a specific
timeframe. These are still early in development but show great promise in the
next decade.
The use of enzymes that degrade hyaluronic acid in the subcutaneous space
has been introduced commercially and
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enables larger volumes to be administered.
The enzyme is co-administered with the
drug of interest; therefore, it must be
compatible and prov ides a nonmechanical option.
Finally, one approach which has been
effective for many years is intravenous
injection. While often not recommended
for self-administration (except for hemophilia), this does provide a convenient
option to intravenous infusions at an
infusion center. If a suitable safety profile
has been established for the drug and patient, an intravenous injection often takes
minutes in comparison to an intravenous infusion which can take hours at an
infusion center.

this process will be slow and expensive.
Re-administration of the modified
T-cells via catheter is not particularly
novel but is an enabling technology.
The development of patient- and
tumor-specific therapies is being approached by harvesting specific tumor
cells, characterizing specific surface
proteins, and devising means to elicit an
immune response against the surface proteins and eventually the cancer cell. Depending on the technology approach (i.e.,
mRNA-LNPs), delivery may be critical to
this personalized medicine approach.

Areas for improvement

PharmTech: Where is there still room for
improvement in drug delivery and why?
Warne: Drug delivery approaches must
continue to be explored in a patient-focused, enabling manner. We need to
continue to examine what we can do to
make dosing increasingly convenient,
and both encourage and enable patients
so that they will be adherent and take
their medication. The patient must be
the center of the discussion when considering drug administration.
Looking forward, I believe that parenteral administration will continue to
be the gold standard for biotechnology
products and vaccines. It works, it’s safe,
it’s predictable, and it’s fast. If we accept
this premise, then making parenteral administration more convenient is critical
to future success. Further development of
prefilled pens that are connected, environmentally sustainable, and convenient
must be developed in all therapeutic
areas. Further, for volumes greater than
2
mL, the same priorities must be applied
Personalized medicine
to
on-body systems to enable patients to
PharmTech: How does personalized
better
manage their disease.
medicine fit into drug delivery (if at
Beyond
medical devices, we must
all)? Any trends or predictions?
continue
to
invest in enabling delivery
Warne: To date, this continues to be an
area of thoughtful exploration albeit for chemistries. Advances must continue to
a very narrow patient population. The be made in terms of in-vivo stability to
development of personalized medicine reduce the frequency of administration
will be driven by the disease, often on- as well as reduce possible dose-related
cology, and the technologies available. toxicities due to excess systemic drug.
Autologous CAR-T (chimeric antigen Further, tissue targeting will become
receptor T cell) technologies are being increasingly important for reasons of
explored which utilize patients’ T-cells safety and effectiveness. We should exthat are modified ex vivo and infused pect to see significant advances in this
back into patients. While encouraging, area over the next decade. PT

“Two areas of
exploration
over the past 30
years include
pulmonary
(and nasal) and
intradermal (and
trans-dermal)
administration.”

— Nicholas W. Warne,
Pfizer
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Improving Sterility Using
Blow-Fill-Seal Technology
Alivia Leon

BFS technology can help maintain sterility
during the biologics manufacturing process.

SHARLOTTAU - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

B

low-fill-seal (BFS) technology
presents several advantages over
other aseptic techniques, such
as flexibility in packaging design, the
ability to ensure a high level of sterility
assurance, and maintaining low costs
(1). In addition, the use of BFS technology limits human involvement, which
further improves the level of sterility
assurance by removing a significant
contamination factor from the process entirely. The technology enhances
the ability to form the container and
closure during the packaging process,
which allows for a more custom design
of the container. BFS technology can
thus be used to meet specific needs
and improve container ease-of-use (1).
In order to learn more on the logistics, benefits, and potential drawbacks
of BFS technology, Pharmaceutical
Technology spoke with Waiken Wong,
PhD, manager of development engineering at Woodstock Sterile Solutions,

an Illinois-based provider of sterile development and commercial solutions.

Benefits of BFS technology

PharmTech: Can you please explain what
BFS packaging technology is and how
it applies to bio/pharmaceutical manufacturing?
Wong (Woodstock Sterile Solutions):
Blow-fill-seal packaging technology is a
method where the container is formed,
filled with product, and then sealed in
a sterile environment. What comes out
is a fully sterile finished product. It’s
a good presentation for many drugs,
including biopharmaceuticals. Sterility
is critical for biologics and many other
drugs because it prevents microbial
contaminants in products.
PharmTech: What benefits does BFS
packaging technology offer, compared
to traditional glass vial manufacturing?
Wong (Woodstock Sterile Solutions):
There is far less human intervention

when BFS packaging [is employed],
and humans are the biggest cause of
contamination. Contamination can
have a negative impact on microbial
sterility. Because the BFS process happens completely inside the cabinet
of the machine, there is little chance
for external contamination and problems with sterility. With BFS, the environment inside the cabinet of the
machine is continually monitored for
viable and non-viable particulate, and
there is a constant, positive pressure
shower of high-efficiency particulate
air (HEPA)-filtered air that covers
the filling section of the BFS machine.
With those controls in place, along
with the automation of the BFS machine, the operator doesn’t have to
be in the room. It is designed to operate on its own, without any human
intervention. An additional benefit is
that there are fewer components compared to glass vials, so you don’t have
to deal with stoppers, crimp tops, and
other closures. There are no equivalent
cleaning steps to the ones glass vials
need to go through. There are also no
equivalent treatment steps to the ones
glass vials need to go through, such as
depyrogenation. Raw resin is used; it
goes directly into the BFS machine and
is molded directly. So, there are fewer
components, fewer steps in the actual
manufacturing process, and there is far
less human interaction.
PharmTech: Can you explain cold temperature BFS and its benefits compared
to regular BFS?
Wong (Woodstock Sterile Solutions): Cold
temperature BFS requires implementing a combination of techniques all together in one manufacturing process to
help control the amount of heat that is
imparted onto a drug product. During
the typical BFS process, there is naturally quite a bit of heat, because raw
resin is being melted to make bottles.
The bottles themselves also need to be
warm throughout the process so that
the containers can be sealed shut in
the final step. There is latent heat, but
Woodstock Sterile Solutions has
Contin. on page 51
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Grant Playter

Various advances in contamination
control are being utilized to reduce the
chance pollutants contaminate a drug product.

P

reventing contaminants from
interfering with pharmaceutical
operations is critical for the safety
of the workers handling the materials
and the consumers to whom the final
product is delivered. Apart from the
self-evident health risks brought about
by contamination, the financial risks
can be just as dire; management firm
McKinsey found that, on average, recalls cost the industry between $2.5
billion and $5 billion per year through
non-routine costs and lost sales of new
and existing products (1). Moreover,
if product contamination results in a
recall, the damage will be more than
monetary; latent effects, such as consumer and investor confidence in a
company, brand, or product must also
be considered.
This naturally raises the question of
what is being done to prevent contamination in the pharmaceutical field. The
38
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following reviews key areas of the pharmaceutical production process to look at
what novel techniques, technologies, and
policies are being implemented to mitigate the chance of contamination.

Eliminating residual contaminants

When a process is repeated in stainless
steel, sterilization is necessary between
batches to ensure product quality. Regardless of how this is done, whenever
a system is exposed to multiple batches
(and, in the case of manually cleaned
systems, human intervention) the
chance that the process fails to fully
sterilize the system exists. This is especially true for lower-grade systems
or ones that require complex clean-inplace/sterilize-in-place (CIP/SIP) procedures that require significant, specialized training to correctly perform.
One way in which the industry has
begun addressing this issue is through

P h a r mTe c h . c o m

Automation
simplifies the
procedural steps
that can affect the
cleaning process.
According to Van Hagen, companies
historically used open-systems where
human operators would go in and
sterilize the machinery. However, this
process opened the gates to massive
amounts of contamination risk.
“If you are going to open it up and have
people going in and cleaning it, that’s all
[well and good],” said Van Hagen. “However, they’re using their hands. Our hands
are [how] we interact with the world, it’s
the highest bioburden-laden part of our
body except for our mouths.”
This method, risky as it is, was one
of the cheapest, fastest ways to sterilize
bioreactors. However, when an existing
patent that was preventing companies
from developing faster ways of using
H₂O₂ in aseptic production expired in
2002, H₂O₂ emerged as a potentially viable alternative; to this point, multiple
days of cleaning were needed to use the
chemical. Now, with the advances that
have been made in its usage over the
past 20 years, it can be done in as little
as 30 minutes, making an automated

ANUCHA - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

The State of
Contamination Control

automation. Not only does this eliminate the need for direct human intervention, it simplifies many of the procedural steps that can indirectly affect
the cleaning process. Alex Van Hagen,
Life Sciences Sector Specialist at Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology Solutions, discussed the impact this can
have on the manufacturing process in
the “Sterilization’s Horizon: Improving
Automation, Single-Use Technologies,
and Annex 1” episode of Pharmaceutical Technology’s Drug Digest series (2).
Van Hagen specifically highlighted the
rise of vaporized hydrogen peroxide
(H₂O₂) systems in aseptic processing,
which has made key advances in its efficacy as a sterilization tool.
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system a feasible alternative to histor- pushed for several changes in its most
ical practices (2).
recent recommendations, most notably as it pertains to a justification and
Addressing extractables
outline for toxicological evaluation of
and leachables
leachables in parenteral drug prodWith single-use consumables, the ucts (PDPs) (4). In addition to various
chances of prior batch residue contam- other recommended procedures, the
inating a fresh batch is removed, but the organization recommended that a
chances for extractables and leachables qualification threshold (QT) of 5 µg/
(E&L) to enter the product is introduced. day is appropriate for orally inhaled
Because they are made of various types or nasal drug products in the absence
of plastic, rather than stainless-steel, of supporting general toxicology data
chemicals may now corrode the sys- and an identified potential for irritatem and contaminate it, necessitating tion or sensitization in PDPs. Apart
highly regulated E&L studies to de- from PDPs, PQRI also issued guidance
termine what chemicals can be safely for unique considerations necessary
delivered through the system. Techno- for biologics (4).
logical advancements have largely been
in increasing the accuracy and speed of Changes in the cleanroom
these studies. For instance, high-resolu- Lastly, cleanroom technologies have
tion, accurate-mass mass-spectrometers also seen some advancements that are
(HRAM-MS) have gained popularity as changing how researchers work in the
a tool to understand the structure of un- cleanroom. Stephen Tierney, president,
known compounds.
XiltriX North America, noted that cerThat said, the E&L field sees signifi- tain technologies have begun to gain
cant change through tightened regula- greater prominence in cleanrooms.
tory oversight, albeit in a somewhat un- One example of this is continuous parconventional way. While direct changes ticle counting measurements, such as
to regulatory insight do occur, current volatile organic compounds, which are
guidance is not necessarily prescriptive; becoming more broadly incorporated.
often, changes come down to changes in Similarly, he also noted that sensors
interpretation (3). To keep up with ongo- are being put in a single system; aning regulatory interpretations, self-gov- alog magnehelic differential pressure
erning bodies issue recommendations sensors, for example, can now be digifor E&L testing.
tally integrated into an environmental
The Product Quality Research In- monitoring system alongside a room’s
stitute (PQRI), one such institution, conditions and particle counters (5).

As it concerns cutting edge advancements, there are many promising
advances that have not yet crested the
horizon for widespread use. Alex McDaniel, Environmental Monitoring
Program manager, Element, noted that
while conventional microbiology testing methods are set to continue seeing
use in the near future, rapid microbiology has begun garnering greater interest. Traditional microbiology methods
take between 7–10 days, depending on
duration of media dual incubation conditions, a painful timeframe that does
not take into account the time it takes to
identify and report microbial infection.
Rapid methods would allow for quicker
insight (hours, or even minutes) into the
state of batch release for various forms
of assays, including raw materials, sterility confirmation, water monitoring, and
active air sampling (5).
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Outsourcing Your Parenteral Manufacturing –
Choosing the Optimal CDMO
When a drug substance requires a parenteral formulation
to administer it, there are key factors to consider when
choosing the ideal CDMO partner.

T

rack records, product handling limitations, and cost are all factors to consider
when outsourcing parenteral manufacturing. Choosing the right CDMO partner
is not an easy task, but Curia has resources to make the decision easier. To learn
more, Pharmaceutical Technology sat down with Dr. Ronald Aungst [Vice President,
Portfolio and Sourcing for Drug Product, Curia] to discuss what CDMOs have to offer and how
these partnerships can improve tech transfers and drug product development.
PHARMTECH: What is the most important question to consider when choosing a parental
manufacturing partner?
AUNGST: I would say probably the regulatory track record of not only the facility, but also the overall
company when you're looking at new CDMOs [contract research, development, and manufacturing
organizations] to engage for your manufacturing partner. Quite honestly, the track record really is
going to represent the aseptic processing capabilities or technologies that are being used to ensure
the sterility of your final product.
PHARMTECH: What other major factors play into a client's decision when making that choice?
AUNGST: There are a number of additional factors that you can take into consideration, one being:
what are their abilities with regards to product handling limitations, such as high potent products,
biologics, or BSL [biosafety level] limitations that they have? Other things, such as technical
expertise in process engineering, allow you to ensure successful process validation [and] capacity
to meet the downstream demand that you have for your product. Also, timelines to get into the
commercial state of readiness, quite honestly. Lastly, I'd probably say the ability to assure good
supply chain continuity when it comes to components and consumables, such as filters and vials
and stoppers.
PHARMTECH: Should pricing be a major driver in the overall decision?
AUNGST: It's always a consideration for clients, of course, but given the likely low impact versus
other factors that I noted earlier, I typically don't believe that clients make that the major decision
point for them.
PHARMTECH: What is a typical timeline for tech transfers to a commercial
manufacturing facility?
AUNGST: It's highly dependent upon the product needs or the equipment and consumable lead
times. But typically, I would say 12 to 18 months is normal, from contracting signature to commercial
manufacturing readiness, although we've had some programs that have moved much faster,
especially when supporting the battle against the COVID-19 pandemic.

Ronald Aungst, Jr., Ph.D.
Vice President
Portfolio and Sourcing for Drug Product
Curia
Sponsored by
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Additionally, since not all manufacturing facilities are identical, engaging
the commercial CDMO early on in the process development stage
provides a significant opportunity to ensure a smooth tech transfer, with
a process developed to meet the needs of the downstream commercial
manufacturing facility itself.
PHARMTECH: What makes Curia unique? Why should pharma
companies choose Curia over other CDMOs that offer similar
capabilities?
AUNGST: We are a comprehensive, one-stop shop that offers curiosity-tocure solutions. Apart from that, what makes us unique is our employees
who operationalize our mission and vision to deliver life-changing
treatments in our day-to-day activities. This makes Curia better positioned
to serve our customers with that same passion. Also, our ability to better
serve emerging biopharma companies with more close-knit partnerships,
better communication, and evolving with their program needs.

PHARMTECH: What if a client needs help on developing the
formulation to assure long-term stability? Are there CDMOs that
can provide the full offering from formulation development through
commercial manufacturing of injectables?
AUNGST: There are definitely a number of CDMOs across the industry that
can support formulation development in clinical manufacturing, but there
are only a few that can really support the full breadth of a client's drug
product development through commercial manufacturing, our company
being one of those.
PHARMTECH: At what stage should a biotech or pharma start to
consider the downstream activity of a tech transfer?
AUNGST: The earlier, the better. Typically, you want to have your phase
three clinical batches run out of the intended commercial facility. Vetting
a commercial manufacturing CDMO that can support your product likely
needs to occur as the phase two clinical batches are being manufactured.

Curia is a global contract research, development, and manufacturing organization that offers a wide variety of products and services to support biotech and
pharmaceutical companies. For more information, please visit curiaglobal.com.
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Two typical tests for oral solid dosage forms
are dissolution and content uniformity (CU). In
continued process verification (CPV), there
must be some kind of evaluation such that the
validity of the two test data within the same CPV
batch is demonstrated. One such evaluation
tool is control charting using F data (i.e., F chart)
to demonstrate that the consistency between
dissolution and CU data is under statistical control.

F!! "#,!" "#

Term 1

NO
= (s#% ⁄σ#% )/(s%% ⁄σ%% ) F!! "#,!" "# = (s

Simulation study for construction
of standard distribution for F statistic

factors for RSD/F charts. For information, sigma (σ) may
be computed for n = 6 (e.g., 1+3σ = 1.98, σ = 0.327) and for
A simulation study using the XLSM Excel program is em- n = 10 (e.g., 1+3σ = 1.72, σ = 0.240).
ployed. Like acceptance value (AV) (6), relative standard
F is a function of degrees of freedom for numerator and
deviation (RSD) (6), and other similar distributions, F dis- denominator (i.e., F5,9 in this article) no matter what the
tribution also has its standard distribution.
variance is. The population variance range used in the study
What is a standard distribution? When a single statistic (for this article) is between one and 100 (i.e., simulated using
(in large number), such as F5,9 (variance ratiodisso/variance a combination of σ2disso/σ2CU, each equal to 1/100, 100/1, 1/1,
ratioCU) in this article (where the number of simulated F5,9 and 100/100), where their F distribution features are identidata or k is 120,000), is divided by their mean (M), the dis- cal. Thus, the UCL and LCL factors (3.92 and 0, respectively)
tribution of F5,9/M data will have its mean equal to one (1.00). generated from the resulting standard distributions are the
With repeated simulation trials using different population same and are determined to be universal for the two sets of
variances, the distributions will be identical in shape to degrees of freedom.
each other. Such a common distribution is called “standard
distribution” (7), where the upper control limit (UCL) and Case study
lower control limit (LCL) factors for F charts can be estab- The case study (using a capsule product) is the same as
lished (i.e., 3.92 and 0, respectively; see also Figures 1a and 1b). the one published in a previous study (6), where only CU
The two factors are simply calculated following the control
chart principle (i.e., 1±3σ where 1 and σ are the distribution
Figure 2. a) relative standard deviation (RSD)
distributions: theory vs. simulation (top) and b) RSD
mean and standard distribution, respectively).
ratio distributions: theory vs. simulation (bottom). UCL
Using the same program, standard distributions for RSD
is upper control limit. LCL is lower control limit.
(n = 6) are also studied (Figures 2a and 2b). Figure 2b shows
the UCL and LCL factors (i.e., 1.98 and 0.02 for n = 6 and
A.
1.72, and 0.28 for n = 10, which is already published [6]).
The factors, calculated in the same manner as those for F
chart above, are also summarized in Table I: UCL and LCL
Figure 1. a) F5,9 distributions: theory vs. simulation (top) and
b) F5,9 Ratio distributions: theory vs. simulation (bottom).
UCL is upper control limit. LCL is lower control limit.
A.
B.

ALL FIGURES ARE COURTESY OF THE AUTHOR.

B.

Table I. Upper control limit (UCL) and lower control limit
(LCL) factors for relative standard deviation (RSD)/F charts.
RSD/F chart factors: theory vs. simulation results
Sample size

UCL factors

LCL factors

6

1.98

0.02

10

1.72

0.28

F5,9 Chart

3.92

0

UCL and LCL: upper and lower control limits
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Term 8
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= and RSD charts
data were demonstrated. Figure 3aF!is!"#,!
the""#
AV
reproduced from that previous study (6), while Figure 3b
shows the RSD chart for dissolution data (immediate
Term 10
dissolution). Figure 4 illustratesTerm
the 9F chart for F5,9 data
%
%
computed from dissolution (s#% ⁄s*#% and CU s% ⁄s*% ) data

Figure 3. a) acceptance value (AV) vs. relative standard
deviation (RSD) charts (content uniformity [CU] data)—
with overlay view for upper control limits (UCLs),
control limits (CLs), lower control limits (LCLs), and b)
RSD chart (dissolution data).

A.

*%

(i.e., F5,9 = (s# ⁄s# )/(s% ⁄s*%) where none of the data exceeds the
UCL; however, lot # 19 nearly exceeds the limit.
Figures 5a and 5b are intended to compare the F chart to
the RSD ratio chart to demonstrate their similarity, espe1/2
cially in Figure 5b (note: Figure 5a is the same as Figure
4 but
downsized for easier comparison). The RSD ratio is defined
as the ratio of RSDdisso value divided by the ratio of RSDCU
of the same batch. F (variance ratio) and RSD ratio charts
1/2
are simultaneously
studied at the beginning because of their
similar calculation concept. Because practitioners and readers are more familiar with F statistic rather than RSD ratio,
F chart is introduced in this article.
Another case study involves a tablet product where the
RSD and F data are plotted in Figures 6a, 6b, and 7. The plotted RSD data (CU) in Figure 6a are under control, whereas
some of the data (dissolution) in Figure 6b exceed the upper
limit. However, CpK values for those data points that exceed
the upper limit are more than 1.33. For example, in lot # 17,
the sample CpK = (mean-(Q-15))/(3 × s) = 2.07, where the
mean = 96.01, Q = 80, and standard deviation (s) = 4.99. Finally, the plotted F data in F chart (Figure 7) are satisfactorily
under statistical control.
%

%

%

Figure 5. a) F chart and b) F vs. relative standard
deviation (RSD) ratio charts (dissolution data: case
study). DR is dissolution rate. UCL is upper control
limit. LCL is lower control limit.

B.

A.

2/2

Figure 4. F chart (content uniformity [CU] vs. dissolution
data). DR is dissolution rate. UCL is upper control limit.
LCL is lower control limit.
B.
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2/2

Figure 6. a) acceptance value (AV) vs. relative standard
deviation (RSD) charts (content uniformity [CU] data)—
with overlay view for upper control limits (UCLs),
control limits (CLs), lower control limits (LCLs) and b)
RSD chart (dissolution data).
A.

B.

• RSDdisso data for the tablet product are more fluctuated
than those for the capsule (see also Figures 3b and 6b).
This fluctuation may be due to one of the factors, as
discussed previously, that affect dissolution. In addition
to the factor related to CU variation, the most obvious
factor in tablets includes the influence of binders and
disintegrants used in tablet formulations, which leads to
variation in the dissolution rate of individual tablets. In
the RSD chart for the tablet product (Figure 6b), four out
of 27 batches exceed the UCL, but their CpK values are
more than 1.33. This implies that it is harder in some
tablet formulations for the RSDdisso data to successfully
pass the RSD chart limits; however, the data are acceptable if the CpK is not less than (NLT) 1.33.
• As discussed earlier, Figure 5b illustrates the similarity
between F and RSD ratio charts and shows that the F
chart is more user-friendly than the RSD ratio chart
for practical implementation. In addition to the F chart,
the RSD ratio chart may be applied to extended or delayed drug release data so that further evaluation can
be carried out.

Conclusion

Figure 7. F chart (content uniformity [CU] vs. dissolution
data). DR is dissolution rate. UCL is upper control limit.
LCL is lower control limit.

F chart is introduced in this article as an additional control chart for CPV to demonstrate the consistency between
dissolution and CU data within the same CPV batch. It is
not intended to affect the approval status of those released
batches, but to review and gradually improve the adequacy
of the relevant processing steps in future CPV batches.
From Figures 4 and 7, it may be concluded that F chart may
be applied to statistically demonstrate the consistency between
dissolution and CU data in CPV batches. In the case of unsuccessful F charting, one should review, investigate, and take
action as appropriate such that the uniformity of dissolution
data of OSD forms (especially for tablet formulations) and dissolution performance verification testing (2) in quality control
laboratories are completely implemented. Successful F charts
will indicate that the CPV program is fully valid.
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Discussion

Capsule vs. tablet case study. Because the two products used
in the case studies in this article have undergone an annual
product quality review (APQR) program, their data were
determined to be useful for this article.

Pramote Cholayudth, cpramote2000@yahoo.com, is the
founder and manager of PM Consult. He is an industrial
pharmacist with more than 40 years of experience. He
is a guest speaker on process validation to industrial
pharmaceutical scientists organized by Thailand’s FDA.
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Analyzing Extractables
and Leachables in
Single-Use Systems
Jennifer Markarian

Standardized risk assessment and analysis
protocols facilitate the comparison of
processing equipment components.

E

xtractables and leachables (E&L)
must be analyzed for any product-contact material to determine the risk of leachable compounds
contaminating a drug product. Container-closure systems, which contact the drug product during longterm storage, are often higher risk
than process equipment, which has a
short product-contact time. Processing equipment is not exempt, however. As polymer single-use systems
(SUS) are increasingly being used in
biopharmaceutical manufacturing,
there is a growing need to analyze E&L
of this equipment. Industry organizations and consortiums have worked
to standardize analysis protocols that
can be used throughout the supply
Jennifer Markarian is manufacturing
reporter for Pharmaceutical Technology.
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chain. Standard methods facilitate
comparison between suppliers.
BioPhorum, for example, first published a standardized extractables protocol in 2014, which was updated in
2020 (1). Because the organization was
previously known as BioPhorum Operations Group (BPOG), the protocol
is often called the BPOG protocol. SUS
suppliers can use the protocol to measure the extractables in representative
components. The purpose of the extractables testing information package,
says BioPhorum, is “to allow the SUS
end-user to rigorously estimate the
types and amounts of leachables that
could be generated by the SUS component during its intended use” (1).
Another set of standard methods
was recently published in the United
States Pharmacopeia (USP). USP General Chapter <665> Plastic Compo-
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nents and Systems Used to Manufacture Pharmaceutical Drug Products
and Biopharmaceutical Drug Substances and Products was published
in 2022 (2), but the date for it to come
into effect was postponed to 2026.
USP’s accompanying procedural chapter <1665> became official on May 1,
2022 (3).
A key aspect of the BioPhorum and
new USP documents is the use of risk
assessment for end-users to determine
the risk level of a component in a particular process. The analysis method
depends on this risk level.
The International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) is working on a
document related to E&L testing. A
final concept paper for ICH Q3E was
published in 2020 (4). Industry experts
say that questions about how this upcoming ICH guidance will align with
the USP and BioPhorum documents
are yet to be answered.
The Extractables and Leachables
Safety Information Exchange (ELSIE)
Consortium, made up of 33 biopharma/medical device companies,
is also active in this area and aims to
provide expert input to efforts such as
USP’s new chapter and the in-progress
ICH Q3E, through working groups
and formal commenting processes
as well as white papers, workshops,
and other public meetings. “ELSIE
provides a collaborative environment
where member companies can discuss and benchmark the approaches
that companies are taking,” explains
Lee Nagao, senior director of science,
regulation, and policy at the ELSIE
Secretariat. Harmonized guidelines
or compendial chapters are crucial,
because without them, “regulatory expectations can vary depending on the
health authority and the experience of
the specific [biologics license application] reviewer,” says Nagao.
Standardized protocols help in
setting baselines and comparing
differences. For end-users of SUS,
standard protocols facilitate “likefor-like assessments between each
supplier’s single-use technology (SUT)
products and components,” says Dan
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Rosen, vice-president and general
manager of bioproduction at Thermo
Fisher Scientific.
Extractables testing of the materials or components is used to identify
which leachables might come from the
material under standard conditions
and in a simulation study. A challenge,
however, is that different leachables
could be formed during sterilization,
storage, or use.
“Key challenges in characterizing
E&Ls include identifying unknown
molecules that arise during primary
sterilization of the SUT products,”
says Rosen.
The response of materials to commonly used gamma irradiation is
generally well established, but due to
limitations in capacity for gamma-radiation sterilization, X-ray sterilization is being considered as an alternative (5). Current theories suggest
that the E&L profile should be similar
after X-ray or gamma sterilization,
but it is important to perform extractables testing, says the Bio-Process
Systems Alliance (BPSA).

set-up and the variety of contact surfaces and contact times, E&L testing
to assess and then control leachables
is crucial, concluded BPSA (6). The
type of polymers used in SUS for
CGT manufacturing a lso dif fers
from classical biopharmaceutical
manufacturing. In particular, the
report noted that polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) polymer may be used in transfer bags and tubing sets in CGT collection, processing, and storage. Because flexible PVC typically contains
plasticizers and other additives that
are not present in other polymers
used in SUS, leachables from these
additives should be considered (6).

Adapting to changes

The rapid pace of change in guidelines has required a quick response
by contract labs to create experiment
designs that are compliant, says Dujuan Lu, manager and global lead of
extractable and leachable testing at
SGS Health Science. SGS labs are following the USP <1665> procedures,
because these have been official since
May 2022, but the postponement of
Cell and gene therapies
USP <665>’s official date is helpful
BPSA published a guide for E&L in for the industry, Lu says. “The transicell and gene therapies (CGT) in tion period gives pharma/biopharma
July 2020 (6) to support companies manufacturers time to requalify as
developing manufacturing lines for needed. We are seeing lots of activity
scale up or scale out. “Since CGT now because clients want to be ready
was a new modality, the drug devel- for 2026,” she explains.
Some clients want to cover both the
opers were almost exclusively using
single-use components for economic, USP and BioPhorum protocols, says
safety, and technical performance. Lu, who explains that the two differ
This [situation] led to a need for BPSA slightly in recommended solvents for
to help coordinate a guide to assist acid and base conditions. Lu points
developers on appropriate choice of out that USP considers the different
materials and components for their solvents for acid conditions to be
process development,” says Brendan equivalent; for the base conditions,
Lucey, chair of BPSA’s CGT Commit- USP recommends choosing the alkatee. CGT processes differ from other line solvent depending on the specific
biopharma manufacturing using process pH value.
SUS because in classical biopharma,
process-related impurities, including Designing extraction studies
process-equipment related leachables, Design of extraction studies for sinare removed in the downstream pu- gle-use components is complicated
rification process. In CGT processes, by multi-component assemblies and
however, there may be washing steps, complex geometries. “The recombut not the same kind of downstream mended ratio of surface area to volpurification. Because of this process ume is 6 cm2/mL. Calculating the sur50
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face area is straightforward for a tube
or a bag, but can be challenging for a
connector or valve, for example,” explains Lu. In designing an extraction
study for single-use filters, both the
housing and the membrane must be
evaluated. “The procedure depends
on the shape. For a capsule filter, for
example, we can fill the filter with
solvent and cap the ends. For a smaller
f ilter, we might need to remove
the membrane and submerge it in
solvent,” explains Lu.
Because many different polymeric
materials are used to construct single-use components, the extractable
profile is complex and multiple analytical techniques are needed to identify and quantify the compounds, says
Lu. She explains that volatile organic
compounds can be measured with
headspace gas chromatography (HSGC) coupled with high-resolution
mass spectrometry (HRMS) or flame
ionization detection (FID). Semi-volatile organic compounds can be measured with direct sample injection
in GC-HRMS/FID. Non-volatile organic compounds can be measured
with ultra high-performance liquid
chromatography (UHPLC) coupled
with HRMS and a photodiode-array
detector. “Unknown identifications
are crucial for the extractables testing, so high-resolution mass spectrometers are recommended for both
GC and LC testing,” says Lu. She adds
that elemental impurities can be
measured with inductively coupled
plasma-mass spectrometry.
Calculating the analytical evaluation threshold (AET) for processing
equipment is another challenge. “The
AET is set up based on the toxicology
concerns; above [the AET], analytes
need to be identified and quantified
for health risk assessment,” explains
Lu. “The instrument detection limits need to be at, or lower than, the
AET to make sure all compounds
above the AET can be detected. The
process equipment AET is typically
calculated based on the final product
AET by applying the dilution factor
during the process. The difference

between the batch size and the extraction stoichiometry during the
extractable study will be considered
during the calculation.”

Questions remain

To perform risk assessment, it is crucial to have a good understanding of
the manufacturing process. “[Understanding] any clearance, concentration,
or dilution steps [is] critical, particularly to help narrow down the number
of materials requiring in-depth characterization,” says Nagao.
Questions remain, says Nagao,
about what point in the process a risk
assessment should begin, how to define
component risk, and what the minimum data would be to qualify low-risk
components. “For example, gaskets,
seals, or connectors used upstream
of a [filtration] step will be inherently
low risk and unlikely to contribute
significantly to the leachables profile.
Is it necessary, then, to fully characterize the extractables profile? This
[type of question] is where a harmonized guidance that is implemented
across the globe, perhaps based on
risk-management principles, would
be helpful,” Nagao suggests.
Manufacturing —
Contin. from page 37

impact through the manufacturing process. With a cold BFS process, there are
additional drug products that you can
package, since you do not have to worry
about drugs that are thermally sensitive.
Many biomolecules are heat sensitive, and
there are many proteins that can denature
or degrade with heat, so traditionally, the
biopharma industry has stayed away
from BFS and stuck with glass—a triedand-true option. Having this collection of
manufacturing steps expands what is possible for drug products in blow-fill-seal.

Implementing BFS technology

PharmTech: What are some key considerations when implementing BFS
technology?
Wong (Woodstock Sterile Solutions): One
important consideration is understanding
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NIBRT Study Assessed Single-Use Bags
The National Institute for Bioprocessing Research and Training (NIBRT) assessed the extractables and
leachables (E&L) in 34 single-use bags used for cell cultivation in biopharmaceutical manufacturing;
the bags were from different manufacturers and represented eight different types of multilayer films
(1). Bags were extracted according to the BioPhorum Operations Group guidelines (2), and the extracts were analyzed using high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) methods. NIBRT researchers
found that polymer type and manufacturing date were the largest contributors to the different E&L
profiles found in the different bags. The researchers noted that the types of additives or manufacturing processes for the plastic bags could change, which could change the nature of E&L.
NIBRT researchers have also implemented a method based on accelerated solvent extraction
(ASE) and HRMS for plastic raw material extractables characterization, which is a crucial first step
in assessing suitability for an intended use (3). The use of ASE for material selection follows industry
best practices for conducting controlled extraction studies.
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the drug product’s compatibility/interactions with plastic. Before opting for BFS,
there needs to be an understanding of
how the product interacts with plastic—
if there are concerns about adsorption
or absorption, for example. Additionally,
plastic containers are permeable in a way
that glass is not, and it is critical to understand if that will have an impact on
the product throughout its shelf life. That
being said, there are ways to counter permeation, whether it is water vapor moving out or oxygen moving in, in order to
maintain the quality of the product inside. Lastly, although BFS can be used to
fill liquids that are highly viscous, if the
product is more ointment-like, then it will
be difficult to fill using BFS. That makes
it harder to push through the piping and
other parts of the system, but the technology can handle a wide range of viscosities.
PharmTech: What are the drawbacks of
using BFS technology, if any?

Wong (Woodstock Sterile Solutions): The
permeability mentioned earlier is one
challenge, as are the material interactions I noted. Also, there are challenges with heat and thermally sensitive
products, but those can be addressed
using cold BFS.
PharmTech: What are the regulatory and
compliance considerations when using
BFS, if any?
Wong (Woodstock Sterile Solutions): FDA
considers BFS as an advanced aseptic
manufacturing technique, recognizing
its ability to produce sterile drug products
reliably while also ensuring a high level of
quality for patients. The industry is held to
the same standards, as all drug packaging
technologies are, to ensure product safety
and quality.
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Phospholipids in
Pharmaceutical Form
Line Extensions
Peter Hölig*,1 and Peter van Hoogevest2,

extensions are Doxil® (doxorubicin
liposomes), AmBisome® (amphotericin B liposomes), and Lipusu®
(paclitaxel liposomes). Also, mixed
micelles, comprising phospholipids
and bile salts, or oil-in-water emulsions, with egg phospholipids as
emulsifier, are used in line extensions as solubilizing vehicles to replace alternative detergents.

*Correspondence: 1Lipoid GmbH, Frigenstraße 4, D-67065
Ludwigshafen, Germany, Tel: +49 621 53819 301, p.hoelig@lipoid.com

Local injection

2Phospholipid Research Center, Im Neuenheimer Feld 515, D-69120
Heidelberg, Germany and PHARMANOVATION Consulting,
Kapuzinerstraße 4, D-79618 Rheinfelden (Baden), Germany

T

he pharmaceutical industry
has two main ways to generate new products. The first
option is to look for new drug
substances. A second option is to
employ better formulations of an
existing drug product. Such reformulated products are called Pharmaceutical Form Line Extensions.
As part of such a product lifecycle
management strategy, the profitability of sales of a drug substance
facing generic competition may be
extended (1). The new products may
be protected by dosage form patents.
Line extensions require less research
and development compared to development of new chemical entities
(2). Examples of commercially successful product line extensions can
be found in the literature (3).
Successful reformulations require suitable excipients with a
broad scope of use. Phospholipids
fulfil these requirements because
they can be used in many dosage
form types (4). In addition, they
are biocompatible, safe in use, and
available at large scale in pharmaceutical grades known to regulatory authorities. The molecular
structure of phospholipids comprises a glycerol backbone, which is
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esterified in positions 1 and 2 with
fatty acids and in position 3 with
phosphate (Figure 1).
This short review illustrates the
many options which exist to make
Pharmaceutical Form Line Extensions with phospholipids as key excipients. For extensive information,
see Van Hoogevest et al. (5).

Intravenous injection

Oral products can be reformulated to generate an intravenous
injectable enabling, e.g., emergency
treatment. An example is Aprepitant (EMEND® oral tablets converted into Cinvanti, oil-in-water
emulsions with Egg-PC as emulsifier). The therapeutic index of
intravenous drug products can be
optimized by encapsulating drug
substances in liposomes, which are
mainly composed of phospholipids.
The liposomes reach the disease
target more efficiently and/or can
avoid organs which are sensitive to
the toxicity of the drug substances,
compared to the original product.
In the case of lipophilic drugs, liposomes can be used as solubilizers
and replace synthetic detergents in
the original products with allergenic
properties (6). Examples of such line

Specific liposomes, multivesicular
liposomes, based on DepoFoam®
technology, are used as depot, slow
release vehicles after local injection
of hydrophilic drugs (7). These liposomes have large sizes to maintain
the injectable at the injection site, a
prerequisite for a depot effect. An
example of such a product is Exparel® (bupivacaine liposomes).

Pulmonary use

Encapsulation of antibiotics in
liposomes in nebulized formulations is used to reduce the frequency of administration and to
target bacterial pathogens located
in lung macrophages, which specifically take up the liposomes.
An example of such a product is
Arikayce® (amikacine liposomes)
(8). Furthermore, saturated phospholipids are used as alterative
technological aid to, e.g., lactose
to convert a nebulizer formulation
into a dry powder for inhalation.
An example is Tobi Podhaler® (tobramycin, PulmoSpheres®) (9).

Dermal use

Liposomes are also used in dermatological formulations to enhance
the skin interaction of drug substances to optimize dermal products, or to convert injectables into
dermal extensions. An example is
heparin for the treatment of deep
venous thrombosis (10, 11).
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Growth in Cell and
Gene Therapy Market
Cleo Bern Hartley

Biopharma focuses on streamlining
biomanufacturing and supply chain issues
to drive uptake of cell and gene therapies.

C

ell and gene therapies (CGTs) offer
significant advances in patient
care by helping to treat or potentially cure a range of conditions that
have been untouched by small molecule
and biologic agents. Over the past two
decades, more than 20 CGTs have been
approved by FDA in the United States
and many of these one-time treatments
cost between US$375,00 and US$2 million a shot (1). Given the high financial
outlay and patient expectations of these
life-saving therapies, it is essential that
manufacturers provide integrated services across the whole of the supply
chain to ensure efficient biomanufacturing processes and seamless logistics
to reduce barriers to uptake.
The following looks at the who, what,
when, and why of biomanufacturing and
Cleo Bern Hartley is
a pharma consultant, former pharma
analyst, and research scientist.
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logistics in CGTs in the bio/pharmaceutical industry in more detail.

Who: Winners and losers

BioMarin, Celgene/Juno Therapeutics, Gilead Sciences/Kite, Novartis/AveXis and
the CDMO CELLforCURE, Roche/Spark
Therapeutics, and Smith & Nephew/Osiris
Therapeutics.
Many bio/pharma companies are
re-considering their commercialization
strategies and have re-invested in R&D to
standardize vector productions and purification, implement forward engineering
techniques in cell therapies, and improve
cryopreservation of cellular samples as
well as exploring the development of offthe-shelf allogeneic cell solutions (2).
The successful development of CGTs
has highlighted major bottlenecks in the
manufacturing facilities, and at times, a
shortage of raw materials (3). Pharma companies are now taking a close look at their
internal capabilities and either investing
in their own manufacturing facilities or
outsourcing to contract development and
manufacturing organizations (CDMOs)
or contract manufacturing organizations
(CMOs) to expand their manufacturing
abilities (4). Recently, several CDMOs—
Samsung Biologics, Fujifilm Diosynth,
Boehringer Ingelheim, and Lonza—have
all expanded their biomanufacturing facilities to meet demand (5).
A major challenge for CGT manufacturers is the seamless delivery of advanced
therapies. There is no room for error. If
manufacturers cannot deliver the CGT
therapy to the patient with ease, the efficacy of the product becomes obsolete.
Many of these therapies are not ‘off-theshelf’ solutions and therefore require timely
delivery and must be maintained at precise
temperatures to remain viable. Thus, manufacturers must not only conform to regulations, but they must also put in place logistical processes and contingency plans to
optimize tracking, packaging, cold storage,
and transportation through the product’s
journey. Time is of the essence, and several
manufacturers have failed to meet patient
demands, which have significant impacts
on the applicability of these agents.

According to market research, the global
gene therapy market will reach US$9.0
billion by 2027 due to favorable reimbursement policies and guidelines, product approvals and fast-track designations,
growing demand for chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell-based gene therapies,
and improvements in RNA, DNA, and
oncolytic viral vectors (1).
In 2020, CGT manufacturers attracted
approximately US$2.3 billion in investment funding (1). Key players in the CGT
market include Amgen, Bristol-Myers
Squibb Company, Dendreon, Gilead Sciences, Novartis, Organogenesis, Roche What: Leading innovators
(Spark Therapeutics), Smith Nephew, and Several CAR T-cell therapies have now
Vericel. In recent years, growth in the CGT been approved; however, research indimarket has fueled some high-profile merg- cates that a fifth of cancer patients who
ers and acquisitions including bluebird bio/ are eligible for CAR-T therapies pass away
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while waiting for a manufacturing slot (6).
Initially, the manufacture of many of these
autologous products took around a month,
but certain agents can now be produced in
fewer than two weeks (7). Companies are
exploring new ways to reduce vein-to-vein
time (collection and reinfusion) through
the development of more advanced
gene-transfer tools with CARs (such as
transposon, CRISPR (Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats)
among others, and the use of centralized
organization with standardized apheresis
centers (5). Others are exploring the use of
the of allogeneic stem cells including Regen
Biopharma, Escape Therapeutics, Lonza,
Pluristem Therapeutics, and ViaCord (7).
Several gene therapies have also been
approved, mainly in the treatment of
rare disease (8). Many companies are
evaluating novel gene therapy vectors to
increase levels of gene expression/protein
productions, reduce immunogenicity and
improve durability including Astellas
Gene Therapies, Bayer, ArrowHead Pharmaceuticals, Bayer, Bluebird Bio, Intellia
Therapeutics, Kystal Biotech, MeiraGTx,
Regenxbio, Roche, Rocket Pharmaceuticals, Sangamo Therapeutics, Vertex
Pharmaceuticals, Verve Therapeutics, and
Voyager Therapeutics (8).
While many biopharma companies
have established their own in-house CGT
good manufacturing practice (GMP) operation capabilities, others are looking to
decentralize manufacturing and improve
distribution by relying on external contracts with CDMOs and CMOs such as
CELLforCURE, CCRM, Cell Therapies
Pty Ltd (CTPL), Cellular Therapeutics Ltd
(CTL), Eufets GmbH, Gravitas Biomanufacturing, Hitachi Chemical Advances
Therapeutic Solutions, Lonza, MasTHerCell, MEDINET Co., Takara Bio, and
XuXi PharmaTech (6, 9, 10).

engineered cells and its pipeline program, which include CAR-T cell-based
therapies in oncology and CNS (Central
Nervous System) disorders (11). In second
place, Editas Medicine attracted $656.6
million to develop CRISPR nuclease gene
editing technologies to develop gene therapies for rare disorders (12).

A major
challenge for CGT
manufacturers
is the seamless
delivery of
advanced
therapies.
Why: Pluses and minuses

Overall, CGTs have attracted the
pharma industry’s attention as they
provide an alternative route to target
diseases that are poorly served by pharmaceutical and/or medical interventions,
such as rare and orphan diseases. Private
investors continue to pour money into
this sector because a single shot has the
potential to bring long-lasting clinical
benefits to patients (13). In addition, regulators have approved several products
and put in place fast track designation to
speed up patient access to these life-saving medicines. Furthermore, healthcare
providers have established reimbursement policies and manufacturers have
negotiated value- and outcome-based
contracts to reduce barriers to access to
these premium priced products
On the downside, the manufacture of
CGTs is labor intensive and expensive
with manufacturing accounting for approximately 25% of operating expenses,
When: New arrivals
The top 50 gene therapy start-up compa- plus there is still significant variation in
nies have attracted more than $11.6 bil- the amount of product produced. On
lion in funds in recent years, with the top the medical side, many patients may
10 companies generating US$5.3 billion not be suitable candidates for CGTs or
in series A to D funding rounds (10). US- not produce durable response due to
based Sana Biotechnology leads the field pre-exposure to the viral vector, poor
garnering US$700 million to develop gene expression, and/or the development
scalable manufacturing for genetically of immunogenicity due to pre-exposure

to viral vectors. Those that can receive
these therapies may suffer infusion site
reactions, and unique adverse events
such as cytokine release syndrome and
neurological problems both of which can
be fatal if not treated promptly (14).
Despite the considerable advances
that have been made in the CGT field to
date, there is still much work needed to
enhance the durability of responses, increase biomanufacturing efficiencies and
consistency and to implement a seamless
supply chain that can ensure these agents
are accessible, cost-effective, and a sustainable option to those in need.
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development of these standards over the
past two years, serving as a reminder that
companies need to stay up to date with
evolving pharmacopoeia requirements.
The pharmacopoeias’ response to the
COVID-19 pandemic is also described.

Biologic Standards in
the Pharmacopoeias:
An Update
Joseph A. Albanese and J. Mark Wiggins

Awareness of recently implemented—or
ongoing—advances by the pharmacopoeias
can help biotherapeutic manufacturers
remain compliant with current requirements.

T

he increased number and complexity of biotherapeutic products
available to patients has spurred
a commensurate increase in publicly
available quality standards from the
pharmacopoeias. These standards, including general chapters, monographs,
and physical reference standards, can
help guide manufacturers to ensure the
identity, strength, quality, and purity of
their products. Additionally, the global
COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated a
swift response from the pharmacopoeias
to update existing standards and create
new standards and toolkits for their
stakeholders. This article highlights re-
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cently implemented or ongoing advances
from the pharmacopoeias.
The pharmacopoeias—the European
Pharmacopoeia (Ph.Eur.) in particular—
have published monographs for some
biological products since the 1990s, including human insulin, somatropin, interferon, erythropoietin, and vaccines (1).
With the bio/pharmaceutical industry’s
increased focus on developing complex
biotherapeutic products (BTPs), pharmacopoeias have been exploring a variety of approaches for developing public
quality standards for these products (2).
The status of pharmacopoeia standards
for BTPs, including product-specific
monographs, performance-based and
product class standards, and general
chapters, was summarized in an article published in March 2020 (3). The
authors now provide an update on the

P h a r mTe c h . c o m

The COVID-19 global pandemic significantly affected patients, healthcare
providers, and the pharmaceutical industry. The pharmacopoeia bodies responded by preparing new or updating
currently available information. The US
Pharmacopeia (USP) provided two toolkits to stakeholders. The first can be used
for assessing vaccine handling and gives
cold chain requirements for the messenger RNA (mRNA)-based COVID-19 vaccines (4). The toolkit provides frontline
practitioners with the most updated and
relevant COVID-19 vaccine information. The toolkit also included a visual
inspection guide to help identify falsified COVID-19 vaccines. USP’s second
toolkit was focused on the available
documentary standards that support
vaccine laboratory assessments (5). The
second toolkit navigates the documentary standards that are provided by the
manufacturing platform rather than
product-specific guidance.
Similarly, the European Directorate
for the Quality of Medicines and HealthCare (EDQM) made texts from the
Ph.Eur. for vaccine developers available
free on their website (6). EDQM also
released a guidance on recombinant
viral vectored vaccines, which was not
available before the pandemic (7). Both
USP and EDQM collaborated with other
pharmacopoeias (India, Japan, Mexico,
World Health Organization, etc.) to
work on monographs of potential interest for COVID-19 treatments (8).
USP revised their monographs for alcohol (ethanol and dehydrated ethanol)
and isopropyl alcohol due to concerns
with possible methanol contamination.
Methanol was found in several hand
sanitizers used by the public to stop the
spread of the virus (9). The revision to
add identification testing of methanol was
done in response to an FDA request (10)
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Resources for COVID-19
from the pharmacopoeias

due to the toxicity risk the public faced
should methanol be present in the hand
sanitizers. This affected most, if not all,
bio/pharmaceutical manufacturers that
supply the US market with excipients,
drug substances, and drug products.

Product-specific monograph
development for complex
biotherapeutics

Product-specific monographs for complex biologics, such as monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), are still quite rare in
pharmacopoeia publications. EDQM
published monographs in the Ph.Eur.
for etanercept (11) and infliximab concentrated solution (12) in 2018. Based on
the most current work plan (13) for the
Ph.Eur., there are five more product-specific monographs for complex biologics
currently being elaborated. The monographs for golimumab concentrated solution and golimumab injection (the first
product-specific monograph for a mAb
drug product) were published for comment in Pharmeuropa (14). Additionally,
a monograph for the TNF-alpha inhibitor
adalimumab is being elaborated via the
P1 procedure with multiple manufacturers invited to participate in the process
(13). Lastly, ustekinumab concentrated
solution and ustekinumab injection are
the first IL-12/IL-23 inhibitors to be studied by EDQM for monograph development via the P4 process (13).
There are no product-specific mAb
monographs currently published in the
US Pharmacopeia (USP). However, USP
has indicated that it is open to begin
elaboration of a product-specific mAb
monograph, should a company wish to
donate the necessary information (15).
USP would notify stakeholders through
a compendial notice that it is undertaking the elaboration of the donated monograph. This would allow all manufacturers and stakeholders to respond to USP
with concerns or to state any objections.
The Chinese Pharmacopoeia (ChP) had
begun elaboration of several mAb monographs (16), but to date, no drafts of the
monographs have been published for comments. It is expected the monographs will
become official in either ChP 2020 Supplement 1 (expected 2023) or in ChP 2025.

“For example” methods now defined

During the elaboration of the infliximab concentrated solution and etanercept monographs, EDQM recognized
that flexibility with methods would be
integral to the useability of the monographs. The production section of the
product-specific monographs contains
a key test for glycans or N-Glycans for
either infliximab or etanercept, respectively. EDQM introduced the method
published in the monograph with the
following language: “The following
procedure is given as an example” (12).
This approach was used because a
manufacturer could employ a variety
of method techniques to meet a requirement as allowed in Ph. Eur. general monograph— “Monoclonal Antibodies for Human Use (2031).”
The phrase “for example” was originally defined in a technical guide from
EDQM but could be easily misinterpreted as a requirement rather than a
suggestion. EDQM has now added a
definition of “for example methods”
to the General Notices in the Ph. Eur.,
explaining the intent and compliance
expectations for a method of this type
(17). The addition of the definition to
the General Notices is a significant
and welcome change for stakeholders.
The revised General Notices clearly explain that monographs containing the
statement, “The following procedure
is given as an example,” indicates the
method has been validated for its intended purpose. A manufacturer may
choose to implement the “for example”
method as written with appropriate
verification on its product, or it may use
a suitably validated procedure that is
approved by the competent authority. If
using a different method than the “for
example” method, the manufacturer
does not have to show the equivalence
of its suitably validated method to the
“for example” method.

mAbs. EDQM has completed a multi-lab
evaluation wherein four approved bioassay methods for specific products were
studied to determine their respective
suitability for the entire class of TNF-alpha antagonist products (18). The result
of these studies has produced a new
general chapter: “Cell-based Assays for
Potency Determination of TNF-alpha
Antagonists (2.7.26)”. The general chapter
will become official in Ph. Eur. volume 11,
supplement 1 (official date: April 2023).
This general chapter is referred to as a
horizontal standard, meaning the content
of the chapter is widely applicable to multiple product-specific monographs. The
general chapter provides manufacturers
with the flexibility to choose from the
four assay types presented in the chapter
or use a different cell-based assay (with
the approval of a competent authority). Two product-specific monographs
(etanercept and infliximab concentrated
solution) have been updated to indicate
the example procedure would be the specific cell-based assay originally used and
that the other three cell-based assay test
procedures in 2.7.26 that were verified
by the study are also suitable for specific
products (18).
This is the first of three horizontal
standards that EDQM intends to elaborate and make official. Two other horizontal standards are currently being elaborated by EDQM: “Capillary Isoelectric
Focusing for Recombinant Therapeutic
Monoclonal antibodies (2.5.44)” and
“Size Exclusion Chromatography for
Recombinant Therapeutic Monoclonal
Antibodies (2.5.43)” (19).

Cell and gene therapy products

EDQM has either updated or is currently
revising several Ph. Eur. general chapters
that will be applicable for emerging cell
and gene therapy (CGT) products that
are being approved and developed (20).
The general chapter, “Gene Transfer Medicinal Products (GTMPs) for Human
First “horizontal standard”
Use (5.14),” is being divided into a genfor biotherapeutic monographs
eral monograph, “Gene Therapy MeToday, there are several TNF-alpha dicinal Products for Human Use (3186)”
inhibitor products available, and man- and a new general chapter “Additional
ufacturers have used a wide variety of Information on Gene Therapy Medicimethods to assess the potency of these nal Products for Human Use (5.34).” The
Pharmaceutical Technology
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general monograph provides new information for genetically modified autologous human cells and oncolytic herpes
simplex virus for human cells. Additionally, information related to the definition,
general requirements on the production
of GTMPs, recombinant vectors, and genetically modified cells previously found
in the general chapter (5.14) has been revised for inclusion in the general monograph. The new general chapter provides
new information for genetically modified
bacterial cells for human use and updated
requirements for retroviridae-derived
vectors for human use.
The final change to CGT standards
is to general chapter “Raw Materials of
Biological Origin for the Production of
Cell-based Therapy Medicinal Products
(5.2.12).” The chapter is under revision to
indicate it is no longer a stand-alone, and
vector requirements will now reference
the new general monograph 3186.
The British Pharmacopoeia published
a best practice guidance for Advanced
Therapy Medicinal Products (ATMP)
Flow Cytometry and Vector Copy Number (21). The guidance addresses the complexity and risk associated with each stage
of assay development of advanced therapy medicinal products. The guidance
offers a practical and phase appropriate
validation tool to help ensure the success
of a manufacturer’s CGT program.

Biologics, oligonucleotides,
and performance standards

USP has manufactured four mAb performance standards and has made
them available for purchase (22). These
mAb standards have molecular weights
between 146K and 150K daltons with
different isoelectric points and can be
used as system suitability controls in a
variety of commonly used methods for
mAb analysis, such as charged variants,
molecular weight determination, and
glycosylation. The development of the
standards was driven by stakeholder
engagement sessions led by USP. USP
indicates that these standards can be
reliably and reproducibly manufactured to ensure a long-term supply
and can serve as a control for a newly
developed assay.
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Additionally, USP is focusing on the
development of oligonucleotide-related
standards (performance standards) for
raw materials (23). Phosphoramidites
are the target for initial standard development due to their criticality to
the supply of this emerging therapeutic class. Five performance standards
are characterized by mass spectrometry and 31P and 1H NMR. These performance standards can be used for
controlling and monitoring reactive
impurities in phosphoramidites.

Conclusion

As more biotherapeutics products come
to market, it is important for manufacturers to ensure their products comply
with current pharmacopoeial standards, which are constantly evolving.
The new and revised quality standards
published by the world’s pharmacopoeia serve to ensure patients receive
drug products of the appropriate identity, strength, quality, and purity. Manufacturers can expect that these new
standards will continue to be elaborated for the foreseeable future, and it
is critical that they maintain a surveillance process to identify and assess the
changes as they happen.
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Outsourcing

Brian Mullan

Whether biologic manufacturers decide to
outsource or develop products internally, the
quality of a CDMO partnership is critical to success,
especially for cell and gene therapy products.

I

n the past 20 years, the contract
development and manufacturing
organization (CDMO) sector has
grown strongly—initially in chemical
manufacturing (outsourcing capacity
for specialized manufacturing chemistries) and more recently for biopharmaceutical manufacturing, as parts of this
sector have matured (e.g., monoclonal
antibody therapeutics [mAbs]) (1).

reviews, principally in the trade media,
have dealt extensively with thematics such as scope, expertise, capacity,
quality systems, and risks when evaluating whether to develop and/or
manufacture biotherapeutics in-house
or outsource these activities to an
external partner.
Among many of these factors that
could be considered (2–9), this decision comes down to some key considChoosing a CDMO
erations (see also Figure 1):
When (or whether) to work with a
• Expertise. Determine whether
CDMO for all or part of bioprocessthe necessary expertise/capaing development needs, or whether
bilities exist in-house. This can
to keep these activities in-house, has
include at a minimum scientific
been the subject of many articles, reand technological expertise but
views, and discussions (2–9). These
can also extend to associated
expertise, such as the ability to
translate the manufacturing
Brian Mullan is the chief technical officer
of Yposkesi, an SK Pharmteco company.
and analytical technology into
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While products
have been
developed since
2000, approvals
have only
started in earnest
since 2017.
If the decision is to partially or fully
outsource the activity based on the assessment of these various factors, the
choice then becomes what CDMO to
work with. In many sectors of bioprocessing technology, there are usually
many contract service providers to
choose from, and some larger CDMOs

VITALII VODOLAZSKYI - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

Choosing the Right
CDMO for CGT Programs

current good manufacturing
practice (CGMP) mode, scale it
up, or support regulatory activities (e.g., dossier submission).
• Capacity and technology. Is the analytical and manufacturing technology at the necessary scale and
standard to develop and/or produce the product at the required
volumes? Is this capacity available now, or is it being built and
will only come online in a couple
of years’ time?
• Economics. Is the product pipeline
sufficiently developed to utilize
internal capacity (based on current or future anticipated capacity needs)? What is the financial
capacity? Is it sufficient to carry
idle manufacturing capacity until
the pipeline matures to fill this
capacity? Is there enough activity
to maintain a workforce engaged
and in a sufficiently-trained state?
Are the process and analytical
technology used rapidly evolving
and requiring frequently updated
equipment, methods, training,
etc.? An organization must also
determine whether there is a budget to maintain state-of-the-art
manufacturing technology.
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Outsourcing
Figure 1. Key decision criteria for “make versus buy” (performing internally or outsource) in biopharmaceutical
product development.

“Make”

Hybrid

(develop and manufacture internally)

“Buy”

(selective / focused outsourcing)

Points to consider:
• Large and promising product pipeline
• Financial capacity
• In house CMC (Dev, Mfg, Reg) expertise

(outsource)

• Short/medium term capacity issues
• Need for additional expertise
• Retain specific / key products internally

Key questions:
• Capacity and technology:
• Expertise:
o Do you have the necessary expertise /
o Do you the technology and the necessary
capabilities in house?
scale to develop and produce the product
o Can you translate the technology to GMP
at the required volumes?
mode, scale it up, and support regulatory o Is this capacity available now, or in a
couple of years’ time?
activities?

• Smaller / focused product pipeline
• More limited financial capacity
• Lack of in-house expertise

• Economics:
o Is your product pipeline well-developed?
o Do you have the financial capacity to carry idle capacity
until your pipeline matures?
o Do you have enough activity to maintain in a trained state?
o Is the technology you work with rapidly evolving?

offer services across a disparate range
of technologies and platforms.

sentiment around the lack of available millions of euros per batch, and approxcapacity, which is more specifically imately 50–70% of this cost is for the
related to slot availability and turn- associated drug product batch. The key
Figuretherapies
1. Key decision criteria for “make
versus
buy”For
(performing
or outsource)
in biopharmaceutical
product
Cell and gene
around
time.
example,internally
a requested
drivers
for these costs are
facility utidevelopment.
The area of cell and gene therapies turnaround time of six to nine months lization (asset costs and depreciation,
(CGTs) is an interesting case to con- from an order to batch completion, as utilities, etc.), people, and raw matesider for “make versus buy” decisions. opposed to a proposed 12- to 18-month rials. The economic efficiency of the
The field is immature but evolving rap- turnaround time, which may not be co- process can be quoted as X$ per Z
idly. While products have been devel- herent with overall program timelines. gram of DS (or X$/DP vial), with the
oped since 2000, approvals have only
process deemed to be more efficient
started in earnest since 2017. Even with
with higher yields, and the X$/Zg or
six product approvals in 2021 (10), the
vial can be benchmarked across similar
peak of such approvals is yet to come
drug categories (e.g., for mAbs). This
(10, 11). The understanding of how the
approach is typically applied more
products work is currently weak (e.g.,
rigorously for commercial supply of
dosing as well as the adeno-associated
biopharmaceuticals, whereas in the
virus empty/full capsids issue [10]),
clinical supply phase costs are more
which manifests in a general sentiment
typically on a per-batch basis with
around chemistry, manufacturing, and
sometimes no guarantee of fixed yields
control (CMC) challenges for these
as the process may be under developprograms. As this continues to rapidly
ment and its performance continuously
evolve, it will have a profound effect on
evolving. As a drug developer, these
the choice of manufacturing and anacosts may seem elevated—especially
lytical technology (10). This complexif associated with no commitment to
ity and state of product understanding
final yield—when presented with them
also put a premium on the quality of
for the first time by a contract service
any partnership with a CDMO (i.e.,
The costs of working with a CDMO provider. But in many cases, these
capability, experience, and reliability). in the CGT area can sometimes appear costs are similar to or lower than the
to be high but may, in fact, not be so developer would otherwise experience
Costs and control
different from the comparative costs doing everything in-house.
Concerns about perceived high costs of doing this internally. In general,
When considering perceptions
of CGT manufacturing and the level even for large pharmaceutical com- around control, it is often a point of
of control over the CMC program are panies using a sufficiently platformed frustration for product developers that
frequently evoked, as many programs process and operating in an efficient issues arise at contract service providers
are currently outsourced to CDMOs as manner, the cost for manufacturing that create problems for their programs.
developers build up their own inter- biopharmaceutical drug substance It is true that such setbacks can have a
nal capabilities. There is also a strong batches (e.g., mAbs) is often in the serious impact on the overall product
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It is important
to consider how
issues arising
externally at
CDMOs would
be viewed if
they occurred
internally.

development timeline and even the financial viability of the
company. This may lead to the belief that CGT CMC activities are
better performed in-house, as this enables more direct control
and—as such—more reliable outcomes.
This may not always be true. It is unlikely that quality
standards or reliability are significantly lower at CDMOs
than for comparative internal performance. For larger pharmaceutical companies, whether in new product platforms or
on more mature product classes, everything doesn’t always
work perfectly all the time. Sometimes, mistakes are made.
It is important to consider how issues arising externally at
CDMOs would be viewed if they occurred internally. As
such, the bar may be set higher for a CDMO in relation to
what would be accepted in-house.

Many product developers today are looking to enter into
a partnership with a CDMO, and not just a transactional
relationship. There is a profound difference between these
two approaches: fee for service versus a partnership based
on trust, understanding, and shared view that is intended
to run over a longer term (whether for one product or several products based on similar technology). The outcomes
of these two models are not always the same for companies
who work with large or complex products (such as gene
therapies), as serious issues can result in a need to change
the manufacturing site, which is a costly endeavor that can
create significant delays to overall product development
programs. As such, many product developers assess potential CDMOs over a longer-term horizon, even though
the initial phase of work may only entail early process deDeciding whether to outsource or insource
velopment or the generation of material for pre-clinical
Let’s break this down and examine working with CDMOs evaluation. Oftentimes, the evaluation process, even for
from the perspective of a large organization as well as from early phase activities, can include an assessment of how the
the perspective of small biotech companies. For a large com- program can evolve over different stages of development,
pany with the financial means and a deep and promising three to five years into the future.
product pipeline, it might make more sense to insource if
The following questions are often raised to CDMOs for
a company has the financial capital to construct, buy, or early-stage programs (and lead to long-term success for
reconvert the necessary facilities (manufacturing and test- product development):
ing) and recruit, train, and develop the different supporting
• How do you approach process characterization and
teams. Depending on how companies with scale and finanprocess validation?
cial means see their pipeline developing in the coming years,
• Can you support us with regulatory dossier writing?
perhaps the “make” decision is the best one. But with all
• What prior experience do you have in doing this?
of this (facilities, trained personnel, etc.), large companies
must be ready on time for their product pipeline and also
consider their competitors’ products (and their anticipated
arrival to market). If the timing is not coherent with the
product milestones, maybe a medium-term partnership
with a contract service provider can be a prudent choice (a
“hybrid” model). This could allow a company to continue to
develop a product internally in alignment with their chosen
platform (manufacturing and analytical) while supplying
clinical material via a CDMO. CDMOs are generally quite
flexible in this regard and can adapt to different platforms.
On the other end, many younger and/or smaller biotech
companies may not have the relevant skill set or experience
to guide their own CMC activities. In some cases, the team
is focused on the direct product aspects (clinical evaluation,
fundraising, etc.) and does not have the capacity or experience to develop and drive the CMC program. An experienced CMC professional can be brought on board to enable
the company to develop the CMC program, but they may
not have experience in all relevant areas. As such, working
with a CDMO may be the prudent choice here. A key consideration for these companies may be manufacturing and
analytical portability, as the company or its product assets
may be acquired in the future by another company that
already has internal CMC capabilities or is working with
a different preferred provider, and the transfer to another
provider should not be a blocking point for a potential deal
(between the biotech company and the acquiring company).
Pharmaceutical Technology
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Lastly, one key advantage of working with CDMOs that merits highlighting is that they have generally
gained a lot of experience across multiple different projects. In many cases,
they have seen and learned things in
previous projects that can be of benefit to your project (while maintaining
client confidentiality and respecting
IP). It’s the type of experience that
other companies may not yet have
gained in-house, but it may be key to
the success of a program. This usually
has many benefits when evaluating
concerns around control and costs,
which are both related to experience
and capabilities.
In summary, choosing whether to
internally develop and manufacture
biopharmaceutical products or to
outsource these activities is a complex and high-stakes decision, which
can have a profound impact on the
success of a product development
program. Many factors should be
considered in such an evaluation; but

in many cases, this comes down to
key considerations around expertise,
capacity/technology, and economics. CGT products raise additional
dilemmas. Different situations, such
as internal capacities and capabilities,
may direct companies toward different choices, either in the short or long
term. If the decision is to outsource,
a quality-focused, partnership-based
approach is critical to future success
given the complexity of the products
and the technological and regulatory
evolution of the CGT sector.
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manned by employees that understand their responsibilities
and are trained in complaint handling best prac tices.
Another comparison demonstrating the difference between
regulator y compliance and real compliance is having an
organization chart that separates quality and operations vs.
having that same organization chart supported by SOPs that
demonstrate quality has the responsibility and authority to
operate independently.

Another practical example
of regulatory compliance
vs. real compliance is
examining how a company
approaches investigations.
Here’s a more practical example of regulatory compliance
vs. real compliance. US 21 CFR 211.25(a) requires “Each
person engaged in the manufacture, processing, packing,
or holding of a drug product shall have education, training,
and experience or any combination thereof, to enable that
person to perform the assigned functions.” A regulatory
compliance approach would be to offer ever y employee

annual GMP training and document their attendance. A real
compliance approach would be to provide effective training
to the employees by assessing their comprehension of the
material and offering follow-up training as necessary.
Another practical example of regulatory compliance vs.
real compliance is examining how a company approaches
investigations. A strictly regulatory compliance approach to
an investigation results in a firm not determining the true
root cause of an issue because the focus is on completing
the investigation in a self-imposed time frame instead of
focusing on the quality of the investigation. Real compliance
organizations focus on determining the true root cause(s) and
using that information across their manufacturing facility to
drive continuous improvements and prevent recurrence of
the deviation that prompted the investigation.
Ta k i n g a r e g u l a t o r y c o m p l i a n c e o n l y a p p r o a c h t o
operations may be less expensive in the short term, but in
the long term it will most likely result in more expenditure
to fix the problems that could have been avoided if a real
compliance approach was implemented throughout
the organization. PT
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ask the expert

Regulatory Compliance
Versus Real Compliance
Susan J. Schniepp, distinguished fellow at Regulatory Compliance Associates,
addresses the difference between regulatory compliance and real compliance.
I just attended a meeting where someone
talked about the concept of real compliance.
Can you explain what they were referring to?

A.

This is a great question because I believe there is a
difference between regulatory compliance and real
compliance. Let’s start with what we mean by regulatory
compliance. The current good manufacturing practice (CGMP)
regulations for drugs contain minimum requirements for the
methods, facilities, and controls used in the manufacturing,
processing, labeling, and packaging of drug products.
In the United States, some of the laws are delineated in
section 501(a)(2)(B) of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which
states, “A drug shall be deemed to be adulterated if the methods
used in, or the facilities or controls used for, its manufacture,
processing, packaging, or holding do not conform to or are
not operated or administered in conformity with current good
manufacturing practice to assure that such drug meets the
requirements of this [Act] as to safety and has the identity and
strength, and meets the quality and purity characteristics, which
it purports or is represented to possess.”
US Title 21 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 211
establishes the regulations based on the law. The regulations
contained in 21 CFR 211 do not tell you how to specifically
meet these regulatory requirements but, rather, tell you
what is expected of your quality management system in
order to achieve compliance to the regulations. The goal of
regulatory compliance is to satisfy the regulations to achieve a
satisfactory inspectional outcome.
Re al c o mp lianc e is how a c omp any int e rp ret s t he
regulatory requirements and expectations and applies them
to their specific operations. Real compliance is rooted in a
commitment to quality at all levels of an organization. A real
compliance approach takes a high-level view of quality and
allows the organization to put in controls and oversight that
helps prevent deviations from occurring. It also provides a
better understanding of the impact of a deviation when they
do occur during manufacturing. Organizations that adopt a
quality-based philosophy (real compliance) minimize the impact
when deviations of a serious nature occur. Real compliance is
the practical application of a quality management system and
how it is integrated in the facility. The goal of real compliance is
to achieve a sustainable state of control at the facility based on
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scientific principles, best practices, and continual improvement
efforts. The best way to explain the difference between
regulatory compliance and real compliance is to perform a
thorough compare-and-contrast exercise.

The goal of real compliance
is to achieve a sustainable
state of control at
the facility based on
scientific principles, best
practices, and continual
improvement efforts.
The regulations clearly require companies to have written
procedures that are in the form of standard operating
procedures (SOPs). The common language used in 21 CFR
211 to indicate SOPs are required can be exemplified by 21
CFR 211.22 “Responsibilities of quality control unit”, which
states “(d) The responsibilities and procedures applicable
to the quality control unit shall be in writing; such written
procedures shall be followed.” This type of wording can
be found is sections of 21 CFR 211 governing personnel
qualifications, building and facilities, equipment, production
and p roce s s cont rol, lab eling is suance, warehousing
procedures, etc. The regulatory requirement is met by having
SOPs, but real compliance is met having SOPs that reflect
your operations. For example, if you outsource product
testing you would not need an SOP on how to investigate outof-specification (OOS) results because you are not performing
that activit y. Instead, you might replace it with an SOP
describing how you work with your contract test laboratory
when they are investigating an OOS result associated
with your product. Another example between regulatory
compliance and real compliance is just having a complaint
depar tment vs. having a complaint depar tment that is
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